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Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology has revolutionized file exchange activities besides enhancing
processing power distribution. As such, this technology which is nowadays made freely available to
all  internet  users  also  imposes  a  threat  as  it  enables  the  illegal  distribution  of  copyrighted  digital
work. P2P technology continuously evolves in a greater pace than copyright legislation, leading to
compatibility gaps between the applicability of copyright law and the illicit file sharing and
downloading. Such issues give high incentives to consumers to practise piracy using P2P systems
with a low perception of risk towards prosecution, leading to substantial losses for copyright
owners.

This study focuses on developing insights for content owners on consumer behaviour towards
piracy in Finland, where quantitative analyses are assessed using a data set based on a survey
conducted by the Helsinki Institute for IT. The research approach investigates the significance of
three fundamental areas in relation to evaluate consumer behaviour as: environmental-related
factors, innovation-related factors and consumer-related. each of these are integrates concepts
derived in previous theoretical models such as the technology acceptance model, theory of reasoned
action, theory of planned behaviour, the issue-risk-judgement model and the Hunt & Vitell’s model.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The evolution of Information technology enabled changes in the economics of production and

distribution of information products. One of the most influencing products on these changes is

known as Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, where users directly connect to other users, available in the

same P2P domain, to share and download files. Such technology has eventually accelerated the

propagation of digital resources (Shang et al. 2007). File sharing activities using P2P networks has

been named as a ‘‘killer application’’ (Krishnan et al. 2003, cited in Shang et al. 2007), and

especially a disruptive innovation for the music industry due to its influence on piracy (Liebowitz

2006, Spitz & Hunter 2003, cited in Shang et al. 2007).

It is known that reproducing digitized information is low, if not free, and the quality of the copies

is almost identical to the original, which yields to the principle of increasing returns for

commercialization, and as well promotes piracy, being a threatening ethical issue in the

information age (Mason 1986, cited in Shang et al. 2007). However, our current laws, copying and

distributing digital copyrighted files are an infringement of intellectual property rights (Lessig

2002, cited in Shang et al. 2007, Lohmann 2003, cited in Shang et al. 2007). Nonetheless, our

current ways of implementing copyright enforcements over such matters are yet inefficient to

prevent people from copying and sharing a huge amount of digital music, movies and applications

in P2P networks (Shang et al. 2007).

While a great concern emerged towards copyright owners whether file sharing is a liability to their

business, legislators took actions by enforcing laws that criminalize illegal file sharing (Hietanen et

al. 2008). On the other hand, Industries and researchers have a different opinion regarding illegal

file sharing and its influence on legal sales (Hietanen et al. 2008). The International Federation of

the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) have estimated tens of billions of illegal music files are shared

annually worldwide with an estimated ratio of 20 illegal downloads per every track sold (Hietanen

et al. 2008). The conservative International Policy Institute calculated a total loss of $5.3 billion,

for sound record industries in the US due to global piracy (Hietanen et al. 2008). However, these

sums are only reliable if file sharing is a direct substitute to a legal purchase. A recent Canadian

study did not reach a substantial result to decipher an either positive or negative relationship
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between the number of files downloaded from P2P networks and CDs purchased legally (Hietanen

et al. 2008). However, the study suggested that in Canada the P2P file sharing subpopulation,

demonstrated a strong positive relationship between P2P file sharing and CDs purchased (Hietanen

et al. 2008). Also, the study estimated that every additional P2P download per month lead to an

increase in legal music purchasing by 0.44 CDs per year (Hietanen et al. 2008). It is also said from

a globally discussed study, enrolled by Oberholzer-Gee and Strumpf, that “downloads have an

effect on sales that is statistically indistinguishable from zero.”  (Hietanen  et  al.  2008).  The

conclusion was reached saying that the decline in music sales was not directly related to file

sharing (Hietanen et al. 2008). Regardless of all the latter facts, the results obtained by Oberholzer-

Gee and Strumpf’s do not dismiss further questioning (Hietanen et al. 2008).

It most challenging to obtain reliable results concerning the impact of illegal file sharing on

involves businesses (Hietanen et al. 2008. As an addition to the possible losses on sales, copyright

owners are facing serious enough problem in spending a considerable amount of money on

copyright enforcement in complex, massive and costly trials (Hietanen et al. 2008). Today the big

questions are: “why are people so intensively infringing copyright laws? Do file sharers see

changes in their consumption from legal sources? Do they know what they are doing is illegal or

do they just not care?” (Hietanen et al. 2008).

1.2 Prior research on topic

According to previous studies piracy was mainly a concern among students and IT professional.

However, as mentioned by Siponen and Vartiainen (2004) arguments still take place either in favor

or  against  digital  piracy.  It  is  also  to  be  realized  that  norms  for  digital  piracy  are  still  at  a  very

preliminary stage, and the variety of roles taken by the users in a P2P network, dilemmas and

conflicts regarding the understanding and use of norms can emerge (Spitz & Hunter 2003). An

important notice by Di Norcia (2002) mentions that our knowledge economy, intellectual property

rights are yet incompatible with the high volume, high speed, and high-precision electronic

communications and exchange networks. Some advantages have been as well exploited in the field

of marketing, for artists, where such online distribution methods enhance opportunities, especially

considering the low prices attached to such products (Bhattacharjee et al. 2003, Ki et al. 2006).
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It  is  yet  unclear  to  fully  comprehend  the  factors  affecting  people’s  ethical  decisions  to  share

copyrighted files in the P2P environment (Shang et al. 2007). But it is nonetheless clear that

unauthorized copying of digital files is a problem of consumer ethics (Tan 2002, Shang et al. 2007).

In previous studies on consumer ethics the Hunt and Vitell’s model, 1986, was used to make

descriptive analysis on consumers’ ethical decision-making processes, involving deontological and

teleological evaluations (Vitell 2003, Vitell et al. 2001 cited in Shang et al. 2007). Further on a

slightly different model, but based on the same ideologies, has also been developed, known as the

issue-risk-judgment (IRJ) model, used by Tan in his research on consumer ethical behavior in 2002

(Tan 2002).

Results using deontological evaluations show that the consumer ethical behavior is mostly

influenced by the belief in the ideology of consumer rights in all alternatives (Shang et al. 2007).

Therefore, it may be assumed that consumer rights may be the general stimulus for sharing files in

the P2P network (Shang et al. 2007). It is also natural, based on the norm of reciprocity, that people

will be more willing to share the files they downloaded to other peers, while people, believing in the

ideology of freeware, will be more willing to search actively for media files in the network (Shang

et al. 2007). However, the norm of reciprocity and the ideology of freeware can also be refrained by

their belief in the norm of anti-piracy using a P2P system (Shang et al. 2007).

To have a more detailed description about the study made by Shang et al. (2007), it has first been

noted that users who have paid the P2P provider feel a certain feeling of security regarding legal

issues due to act of subscription, therefore their concern towards copyright infringement is

somewhat relieved. Such phenomenon also raises the attention towards the P2P provider, whom the

responsibility is pointed out by its users (Shang et al. 2007). Besides, user may in addition believe

they are favoring the market and copyright holders by distributing copyrighted goods as a marketing

gesture. As an example, iTunes business idea is based on such ideology (Shang et al. 2007). Ethical

ambiguities are also created due to the large number of users on a P2P network and mostly due to

their anonymity, given by user privacy law (Chiou et al. 2005). Such complex and chaotic

environment lead to a decrease self-awareness and stimulates anti-normative behavior as mentioned

(Short et al. 1976, cited in Shang et al. 2007).

Further on, the study of Shang et al. (2007) shows that there are differentiations across alternatives

when using deontological evaluation. Such differences lead to understand the variable use of P2P

systems leading itself to flexibility of normative systems among users (Shang et al. 2007). Is has
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been however demonstrated by the Hunt–Vitell model that when we have inconsistency in behavior

and intentions with ethical judgments, guilt is revealed among other consequences (Hunt & Vitell

1986, cited in Shang et al. 2007). As unethical behavior is mostly questioned, it is shown that,

similarly with other behaviors, it is learned with the influence of social interaction. As a defensive

method, people tend to also learn techniques of neutralization, as a number of justifications or

rationalizations leading them to feel secure from self-blame during their practice of unethical or

norm-violating behaviors (Sykes & Matza 1957, cited in Shang et al. 2007). As a consequence to

the flexibility of normative systems, when such techniques are applied by users is does not imply

that they see the violated norms as meaningless, but mostly believe that these norms may not apply

to the situation in question. Justifications towards norm-violating behaviors are first of all created

into the minds of individual and then spread on in the society. In other words, norm-violating

consumers may use post-decision neutralization, relevant to consumers’ right, to rationalize actions

which would be considered wrong otherwise. There after, as such behavior is accepted by the

communities participating in similar activities, it becomes a social phenomenon. Furthermore, as

the most valuable result from deontological evaluation, the social power of consumer rights point

out  full  responsibility  denial  towards  those  affect  by  norm-violating  behavior,  as  if  they  were  to

blame for negligence of employing the suitable methods to protect their goods. Simply put it is the

‘‘denial of the victim’’ technique (Sykes & Matza 1957, cited in Shang et al. 2007). Naturally such

results have serious impact on record companies or other affected industries as such. As a big

picture, since consumers have the ability under our current times to rationalize, without difficulty,

their unethical behavior while copying files from the Internet, simply proclaiming intellectual

property rights and the norm of anti-piracy is just not sufficient to full protect copyrighted material.

A suggested approach would be for companies to try to understand and implement the benefits of

new technologies to increase consumers’ benefits, instead of applying resistance to change by just

declaring their rights and blaming consumers for piracy behavior in such complex environment.

Once again these studies have shown that consumers satisfaction plays a high role in running a

system, meaning that “consumer may be more willing to respect companies’ intellectual property

rights if these companies care more about the welfare of their customers” (Shang et al. 2007, p.

361).

In the study of Tan (2002) it has been shown that consumer behavior towards piracy is a unique

phenomenon. It cannot be compared to other products such as commodities and branded goods,

since pirated goods poses normal implications for the consumers (Tan 2002). At this point ethical

judgment of the consumer arises due at the moment he is purchasing, or acquiring pirated goods
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directly from counterfeiters, without taking in account the proprietary rights of copyright owners

(Tan 2002). The IRJ model, used to evaluate the consumer’s ethical decision making, takes into

consideration all past theories on ethical issues in a holistic framework, which includes individuals’

background and situational factors (Tan 2002). The results acquired by using the IRJ model have

uncovered elements of moral intensity, perceived risks and moral judgment, all major influencing

factors on consumer ethical decision (Tan 2002).

As a comparison with both studies, of Shang et al. (2007), using the Hunt–Vitell model and Tan

(2002), using the IRJ model, the conclusions based on consumer ethical behaviour towards digital

piracy point out to rather similar issues which are an influence to unethical behaviour such as: the

ideology of reciprocity, flexibility of norms, self-blame reduction and eventually denial of victim.

In overall it seems to be obvious, even natural, that people will take advantage of gaps in norms,

therefore the focus of copyright owners and legislators should be focused on enabling the

adaptation of norms to environmental and technological changes.

Importance of the topic

This research has its significance as a contribution towards serious problem solving in the domain

of piracy. At a great pace, technology never stops evolving, and the increase in networking

capabilities are constantly in demand. However, the complexities in maintaining balance between

business profits for copyright holders, legislation applicability and consumer rights are outrageous.

Several researches have been assessed in order to contribute in this area of social science, however,

no ultimate solution have yet been discovered as the source of these complexities are unclear. This

study proposes the observation of several related areas in the piracy environment, where we

distinguish legislation complexity, innovation adoption and consumer ethics.

1.3 Research objective and questions

The  aim  of  this  research  is  to  provide  a  clear  understanding  of  consumer  behaviour  towards

copyrighted digital work spreading through the internet, and specifically through peer-to-peer
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systems. The result of these analyses should provide copyright owners with insights on the current

issues on consumer attitude towards piracy, where such insights are to facilitate their decision

making regarding their copyright enforcements, and possibly enhance their business perspectives on

the distribution of digital media in the internet.

The results of this research will eventually be founded on conclusions derived from new developed

hypothesis based on prior research conducted in the same domain, and provide a satisfactory answer

to the overall following question:

Main question:

• What are the most significant factors to stimulate consumers to illegally purchase

copyrighted digital media and ignore the currently existing norms, using peer-to-peer

systems?

This question is approached by observing the three areas proposed theoretical areas as environment,

innovation and consumer-specific related factors, giving the following sub-questions.

Sub-questions:

• To what extent, nowadays, environment-related factors affect consumer behaviour,

namely the illegal use of copyrighted property in particular, when the consumer is

exposed to P2P systems?

• To what extent innovation-related factors affect consumer behaviour, regarding illegal

use of copyrighted property in particular, when the consumer is exposed to P2P

systems?

• To what extent consumer-specific factors affect consumer behaviour, regarding illegal

use of copyrighted property in particular, when the consumer is exposed to P2P

systems?
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Further on, answering the following minor sub-question will provide support and insights to the

research problem.

Minor sub-questions as possible influencing factors

• What is the majority’s age range of people involved in piracy activities using P2P

systems?

• What is the majority’s range of income of people involved in piracy activities using

P2P systems?

• What is the majority’s social status (activities) of people involved in piracy activities

using P2P systems?

• What is the majority’s general level of knowledge regarding copyrights laws on digital

media?

1.4 Theoretical framework

Environmental-related
Factors

• IPR and CR law
• Legislation

complexity
• Nework externalities

(TAM2)

Innovation-related
Factors

• P2P technology
• Relative advantages

(IDT, TAM, TRA,
TPB)

• Perceived damage

Consumer-related
Factors

• (4 components
model, IRJ, Hunt and
Vitell)

• Moral intensity
• Perceived risks
• Moral judgement
• Ethical perception
• Denial of liability
• Reciprocity

Figure 1. Theoretical framwork.

The theoretical framework of this study will be divided in four distinctive parts, as fundamental

background, to contribute to the overall research problem.
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The first part will describe the theoretical general overview, in brief, of intellectual property rights

(IPR), as it is necessary to insure for all readers an overall understanding of the role nature and of

IPR in an economical environment. This section will eventually have a close up on copyright law in

the internet.

The second part will describe the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology to insure all readers an

understanding of a P2P system, as an innovation and its implication in the knowledge economy.

The third part will describe customer behaviour towards illicit exploit of copyrighted material via a

P2P  system.  This  part,  as  the  most  fundamental  theoretical  foundation  of  this  research,  will

eventually require beforehand a clear understanding of IPR and P2P technology in order to be

familiar with the research domain, or playground, in question. This section will be a description of

previous research assessed regarding human ethical behaviour in purchasing copyrighted work in a

P2P environment. This theoretical ground will provide the essence for this research to arise new

hypothesis, uncovered in previous research in similar domains.

Figure 1 will illustrate the theoretical framework as a whole.

1.5 Research methodology

The empirical research will be conducted based on the theoretical framework representing previous

fundamental findings from which highly significant data collected by the Helsinki Institute for

Information Technology (HIIT) will be utilized. This data was based on a big online survey in

Finland, on three sanoma WSOY magazine’s websites, regarding the attitude of P2P users towards

copyright infringement practises, entitle the “HPS survey”. This data is publically available in the

HIIT website http://www.hiit.fi/home (Hietanen et al. 2008).

The data collected from HIIT will be utilized to make quantitative analyses consistent to the

derived hypotheses for this research. The data mining application SPSS will be used to process

factor analyses, reliability testing and regressions.

http://www.hiit.fi/home
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1.6 Delimitations

• In this study the context of legal norms discussed in relation with the respondents will be

considered within the domain of Finnish legislation, as the survey was conducted in

Finland. Therefore no discussion regarding international or foreign (outside Finland)

legislation issues will be carried out after performing empirical analysis.

• Furthermore, as the theoretical review will consider several theoretical models, for the sake

of simplicity and clarity, as well as limited accessible data, the formulation of the research

model in this study will not take into consideration the fullest features of all presented

models from prior research such as: IRJ, Hunt & Vitell’s model, DOI, TAM, TAM2, TPB

and TRA.

• Most importantly, as the data collected from the survey conducted by the HIIT, no

empirical analysis shall be performed outside the scope of the available data.
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2 Environmental Related Factors

2.1 IP and IPR concept

Legislation related to copyright is a part of law known as intellectual property (IP). The term itself

“intellectual property” is referred to the creation of human mind. Intellectual property rights provide

protection against infringement to the creators and give them ownership and rights on their

creations.

The following listed subjects are involved in the practise of intellectual property rights (IPR) as it

has been established by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) in 1967.

• Literary, artistic and scientific work;

• Performances and performing artists, phonograms, and broadcasts;

• Inventions in all fields of endeavour;

• Scientific discovery;

• Industrial design;

• Trademarks, service marks, and commercial names and designations;

• Protection against unfair competition;

• All other rights resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary or

artistic field.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of how IPR can be implemented in a manufacturing concept such as

an automobile.

In order to have a clearer general overview of Intellectual property rights we may observe the

following Figure 3.
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law concerning
layout design of

integrated circuits

Patent law
(invention)

Trademark law
house Mark

Brand (company
& Product)

Unfair competition
Prevention law

Secret, Know how
Utility model law
(Small invention)

Design law
(industrial design)

Copyright law
Computer program

Character

Figure 2. Example of scope of intellectual property rights, source: Tanaka. Y, 2008. (Lamborghini Reventon

Source : AutoClub, 2007).

Invention Patent Law

Small Invention Utility Model Law

Design Design Law

Form of Product Unfair Competition Law

Copyright Copyright Law

Neighbouring Copyright

Integrated Circuit

New Plant Variety

Business Secrecy

Law Concerning Layout Design
of Integrated Circuit

Plant Seeding Law

Unfair Competition Law

Mark

Geographical Indication

Trade Name

Trade Mark Law

Unfair Competition Law

Unfair Competition Law
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te
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Trade Mark Law

Trade Mark Law

Figure 3. Full overview of intellectual property rights, source: Tanaka, Y., 2008.
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2.2 Copyright law and protection of digital work over the internet

Overview of Copyright regime

The copyright and patent laws have much in common with the same idealistic functions to provide

protection to new created work. However, they both yet differ according to their creative field they

are concerned of. How are we able to distinguish the difference (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003)?

First we need to understand what is actually copyrightable.

Copyrightable Subject Matter:

The subject matter which is eligible to be protected by copyright law covers the whole area of

literary and artistic creation such as: including books, song, dance, computer programs, movies,

sculpture, and painting. It is important to notice that ideas which have not been express or

materialized are not eligible for copyright protection (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

The following list cites the copyright regime:

Threshold for Protection:

A work must exhibit a modicum of originality and be fixed in a “tangible medium of expression

(Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).”

Formalities:

Notice of copyright, in different forms, is required on all work created prior 1989. Registration of

copyright is not strictly required for its validity, but it is required for the U.S. authors prior to

instituting and infringement suit. Deposit of copies of the work is required to obtain registration of

the copyright (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

Authorship and ownership:

The work must have been created bringing suit, or rights on the work must have been transferred by

the  author  to  party  bringing  suit.  In  the  case  of  work  made  “for  hire,”  the  employer  and  not  the

original creator is considered the author and the owner of the work (Merges, Menell & Lemley

2003).
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Duration of copyright:

A copyright last for the life of the author plus 70 years, or 95 years from the first publication in the

case  of  entity  authors  (or  120  years  from  the  year  of  creation,  whichever  occurs  first)  (Merges,

Menell & Lemley 2003).

Copying:

The  owner  has  the  exclusive  right  to  make  copies  of  her  work.  she  may  sue  a  copier  for

infringement if the copying is “material” and “substantial,” even if the copy is in a different form or

is of only part of the whole (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

Derivative works:

The owner has the excusive right to prepare derivative work, which are works based on the original

but in different forms or otherwise altered (such as translations, movies based on books, etc.). These

derivatives works are themselves copyrightable, to the extent that hey contains their original

expression.  Note  that  the  right  to  create  derivative  works  overlaps  with  the  right  to  make  copies

(Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

Distribution:

The  owner  has  the  right  to  control  the  sale  and  distribution  of  the  original  and  all  copies  or

derivative works, including licensed copies. However, this right extends only to the first sale of

such works. The owner does not have the right to limit resale by purchasers of her works (except in

certain limited circumstances) (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

Performance and display:

The  owner  has  the  right  to  control  the  public  (but  not  private)  performance  and  display  of  her

works, including both literary and performance-oriented works. This right extends to computer

programs  and  other  audiovisual  work.  The  owner  does  not  generally,  however,  have  the  right  to

prevent the display of a particular original or copy of a work of art in a public place (Merges,

Menell & Lemley 2003).

Moral rights
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Moral rights are basic rights of artists that extend beyond ownership of economic control of works

of authorship to encompass protections of the “personality” of the author. They normally include

(and often go beyond) the right to have one’s name associated with one’s work (right of attribution);

and the right to protect one’s works from mutilation or distortion /right of integrity).  Moral rights

derive from the continental European or “author’s rights” tradition in intellectual property law,

which differs in many ways from the Anglo-American traditional emphasizing the economic

function of intellectual property (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

The domain and scope of copyright protection

17 U.S.C section 102. Subject Matter of Copyright: In General

(a) Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in original works of authorship fixed

in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be

perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or

device. Works of authorship include the following categories (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003):

• Literary works

• Musical works, including any accompanying words

• Dramatic works, including any accompanying music

• Pantomimes and choreographic works

• Pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works

• Motion pictures and other audiovisual works

• Sound recordings

• Architectural works

Digital Performance Rights in Sound Recording Act of 1995

It has not been till 1972 for sound recordings to be given federal copyright protection, as being also

being distinguished as musical composition. Nevertheless, this movement did not prevent radio
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Broadcasters to deny a public performance right with the use of their political influence (Merges,

Menell & Lemley 2003).

With the rise of the internet new distribution channels emerged rapidly for sound recordings. Such

phenomenon is known as webcasting. Thereafter, record companies were urged to impose

performance rights, even only towards digital audio performances. Webcasting resulted in serious

concern to be noticed as a sound recordings’ market disruption. A great fear among copyright

owners was stressed over the sales of CDs, due to the broad and flexible utility of the internet,

where consumers are able to access and download high-quality sound recordings at any time

(Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

Section 106 and 114 of the Copyright Act was then established to impose exclusive rights to public

performance of digital sound recordings. As a result record labels were entitled to receive a royalty

on digital sound performance. Eventually a “performance” as such includes downloading,

uploading, and streaming of digital transmission (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

No Electronic Theft Act of 1997

The No Electronic Theft (NET) Act was passed by the Congress to improve criminal prosecution

and penalties towards those involved in illegal distribution of copyrighted work. A penalty of three

year of imprisonment, as a first offense, and a heavy fine to be paid was to be imposed on a person

found guilty of such provision, regardless of how low the value of sound recordings were (Merges,

Menell & Lemley 2003).

Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998

In mid-1990, Software companies and copyright owners expressed their own struggles towards

piracy and prompt national and international authorities for further protection on their works.

Distributors regarded encryption and digital rights management as essential to the establishment of

online marketing. However, it has been noticed that these technologies are of no big enough

obstacle to hacking. This resulted in further improvements of copyright depth and scope, where

exclusive rights would enable to impose limits on the decryption or circumvention of technological
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protection systems, eventually including the trafficking of decryption tools. It has been pressurized

that no content would be released in the internet without the latter protection rights, which would as

a consequence affect broadband services (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA) reacted to the copyright owners’ concerns

and launched and anti-circumvention and anti-trafficking prohibitions. At the same time, for the

sake of reducing conflicts, safe harbour was also provided to some internet service providers and

telecom companies (Merges, Menell & Lemley 2003).

2.3 Finnish legislation of copyright law

According to the Copyright Act (1961/404) and the Penal Code of Finland (39/1889) illicit

download of digital media over the internet is not condemnable (Hietanen et al. 2008). However,

the  amendment  of  2005,  based  on  the  section  57  of  the  Finnish  Copyright  Act,  may  have  the

provide eligibility to uphold sanction for copyright infringement, such as monetary compensation

for damages to content owners, with the exception of infringements occurring within digital

information networks (Hietanen et al. 2008). Such legal conditions, the highest sanction in Finland

for illegal distribution, downloading and sharing of copyrighted digital content is limited to two

years of imprisonment, taking as well into consideration no commercial purpose in the act

(Hietanen et al. 2008). The legal actions to be taken in case of copyright violation may also involve

the confiscation of computer equipment and premises search (Hietanen et al. 2008).

2.4 Consumers’ low knowledge and misinterpretation in CR law

In the domain of piracy, the most significant knowledge which is to be acknowledged is Intellectual

Property Rights, as piracy refers to the misuse and violation of intellectual property of digital media

products. If we consider our society nowadays, the knowledge of legislation, specifically copyright

law in relevance with digital media, even though freely available, is not such knowledge which is

directly acquired  nor necessarily understood by the majority of consumers taking benefit from such

products. To put it simple, no one is teaching us intellectual property law at school as part of our

basic and compulsory education. If somehow legislation are part of our daily education, there are
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yet major variation among each country regarding such policies, for example consumers in Hong

Kong and Singapore were educated about copyright laws much earlier than Minaland China (Wang

et al. 2005). Therefore, if we are among those lacking such education and we happen to copy a CD

from someone are we really supposed to aware of the harm we are causing to the copyright holders?

However, to scrutinize such issues more closely, software and music in digital format are a form of

intellectual property, as abstract-oriented ones when compared to other products, and their theft is

considered as a legal violation of either or both patent and copyright infringement for software

(Husted 2000, Tamai 1998), and copyright infringement exclusively for digital music, as music is

not categoriesed as invention (Tanaka 2008). Such misuse may also take the form of uploading,

downloading, and various other violations, both direct and indirect (Christensen 1997, Kopp &

Suter 1998). If piracy is concerned with manufacturing Cordell et al. (1996, p. 41) defines such act

as: “any unauthorized manufacturing of goods whose special characteristics are protected as

intellectual property rights (trademarks, patents and copyrights) constitutes product counterfeiting.”

Actions to limit counterfeits can arise from both supply and demand side, considering the tactics

companies employ to deter counterfeits (Chaudhry et al. 2005, cited in De Matos, Ituassu & Rossi

2007) and the motivations that make a counterfeit an interesting option for some customers (Huang

et al. 2004, Ang et al. 2001, cited in De Matos, Ituassu & Rossi 2007).

Zooming down to individuals, for instance in the domain of software and considering among all

type of consumers, individual consumers are thought to account for the largest number of cases of

software piracy and are said to be the hardest to prosecute because of their frequency (Barton &

Malhotra 1993, cited in Gupta, Gould & Pola 2004). But what enables such frequency in piracy? As

part of the source a major dilemma nowadays faced by copyright holders the existing gap between

the existing norms and the face pace of evolution of information systems (Calkins, 2002; Gladney,

2000, cited in Winter et al. 2004). As a consequence the protection of digital intellectual property is

very much dependent on individual ethical decision making (Winter et al. 2004). However, ethical

decision making are not very an easy task as consumers may face dilemmas caused by different

norms (Spitz and Hunter, 2003).

In the music industry a major challenge is in fact to enforce copyright law upon record companies’

own customers, considering that on one hand they may buy music CDs and on the other hand

download and share digital music files via P2P, without neglecting as well the effects on public

(Spinello 2004). Nevertheless, such events didn’t stop the Recording Industry Association of
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America (RIAA) to take serious action against copyright infringements with the sue of P2P

systems, and eventually going as far as using P2P file-sharing monitoring robots, and hunting

names of users involved in heavy illegal distribution by obtaining the cooperation of service

providers (Spinello 2004). Record companies also applied copyright enforcements on university

campuses to catch infringers (Butler 2008). Regardless of enforcement efforts, legislations have

their complexity, as copyright owner have the right for their royalties, ISPs’ customers have their

right of anonymity, in addition to the fact the IPSs do not by duty supervise how their subscribers

use the internet (Berman & Mathews 2003, cited in Spinello 2004).

What is relevant here is in fact the interpretation of legislation. According to the Digital Millennium

Copyright Act (DMCA) § 512 (c) ISPs were exempted from liability of having illegal digital

material stored in their servers or circulating over their network (Spinello 2004). However, it is also

written in section § 512 (h), that ISPs are required to cooperate with copyright owners in disclosing

the identity of users committing copyright infringements after receiving a subpoena (Spinello

2004). As a description of a major case, RIAA acted against the ISP Verizon by giving subpoenas

under the § 512 (h) in order to obtain the identity of users infringing copyright law within Verizon’s

network (Spinello 2004). Verizon heavily protesting arguing that the illegally shared digital media

was circulating within their network but not stored in their servers, therefore the subpoenas based

on § 512 (h) couldn’t hold good (Spinello 2004). Nonetheless, the District Court contested that

Verizon did not give a proper interpretation of § 512 (h), saying that such interpretation would

make it impossible to give liability to copyright infringers sharing pirated media files in a network

(Spinello 2004). This particular case continues way further with such dilemma regarding legislation

interpretation, but the case shows in fact that individuals as P2P network users have a high

protection from there illegal acts considering the legal barriers to penetrate in order to get to them

(Spinello 2004).

If we formulate such circumstances into a question we may ask ourselves: If it is so highly complex

to reach a copyright infringer in a P2P network using copyright enforcement, why should users bare

any ethical intensity or even liability towards their illegal acts or the ideology of piracy itself? After

all it seems to be reasonable to mention that users only take benefits from the current existing

legislation gaps and their customer rights. All possible legal action taken by RIAA and copyright

owners seem to have gone partly in vain due to the continuation of piracy (Butler 2008).
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And again to demonstrate how demanding if not impossible it is to apply successfully a copyright

enforcement including prosecution to copyright infringers in a P2P network, from 1996 to 2003

RIAA filed over 28,000 law suits to individual users where only one suit got through (Butler 2008)!

Legislation interpretation is one obstacle to copyright enforcement, but what if intellectual property

law is too poorly developed in certain countries or not existent at all? For instance in China, the

weakness in law legislation and enforcement for copyright protection is the direct source of piracy

(Yeh 1999, cited in Wang et al. 2005). In over all, legislation is likely to be a clear subject for

anyone,  not  even  for  businesses,  leading  to  serious  struggle  for  copyright  holder  to  enforce  their

rights, and uncertainty about consumer rights due to their lack of knowledge in the field, giving the

following hypothesis:

H1: Users uncertainty towards copyright laws on digital media is positively related with the illicit

purchase of digital copyrighted work.

2.5 Social norms

In the domain of information systems network externalities are a major influence in the adoption of

the product in question (Dickinger et al. 2008, Nysveen et al. 2005). By definition network

externalities are recognized by the increasing value of a technology according to the increasing

number of users (Dickinger et al. 2008). Previous research concerning network externalities

proposes the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM2) by Venkatesh and Davis (2000), as an

extension of the original TAM model by Davis (1989), has been utilized to evaluate the positive

influence of network externalities, specifically in the domain of instant messaging and e-mail

(Strader  et  al.  2007).  However  this  tool  has  been  as  well  efficient  to  evaluate  the  behavior  of

employees when exposed to new technologies (Dickinger et al. 2008). As a subject of network

externalities, social norms determined by social influence (Venkatesh & Davis 2000) are high

determinants in the utility of communication technologies (Dickinger et al. 2008). It is important to

grasp here, as a relation to ethical behaviour, that social norms have influence on the conception of

behaviour to be desirable, appropriate and morally acceptable (Trandis 1979, cited in Thompson et

al. 1994).
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As a correlation with communication technologies we may consider P2P technology as a subject of

network externalities as it is dependent on its network infrastructure, its number of terminals and

amount of resources available in each terminal. In terms of social influence, consumers are been

promoted with knowledge to use and adapt to P2P technology (De Castro et al. 2008). In fact if

comparing with the role of pirated products in entrepreneurial firm, De Castro’s (2008) empirical

study confirms that network externalities and bandwagon effects can significantly decrease

information cost and adaptation risks. If such phenomena are applicable for entrepreneurial firms it

is most likely to be even of higher significant for individual consumers (De Castro et al. 2008).

In practise social norms are nonetheless not affecting as a continuous influence on new technology

users, as the more experienced the user becomes, the less social norms have influence (Trandis

1971, cited in Karahanna et al. 1999, Thompson et al. 1994). However, Network effects or social

influence in this case can also be used as a good pretext to deny liability while facing unethical

decisions (Chiang 2007). In fact Ang et al. (2001) argues that consumers having supporting friends

or relative towards unethical decisions tend to neglect moral intensity in the matter, which yields the

following hypothesis:

H2: The influence of social surrounding is positively related with the illicit purchase of digital

copyrighted work.
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3 Innovation Related Factors

3.1 P2P Technology

Peer-to-peer technology can be tacked back from 1970. It was a designed computer architecture, by

IT companies, to share resources. Nowadays there has been certain improvements P2P architecture

in comparison to 30 years ago, which eventually has been adapted to suit our modern computing

power, bandwidth, and storage (Loo & Choi 2002).

Peer-to-peer Architecture

P2P architecture is conceived as a type of network for file sharing among computing units in with

equivalent capabilities and responsibilities, also known as grid computing. Such design made the

difference between client/server architectures where servers are responsible to provide services to

its networked units. P2P networks’ performance, however, may vary according to data traffic,

where computing power at each terminal plays the biggest role (Aitken et al. 2001).

Types of P2P Networks

P2P networks are categories in three types according to the network and application (Webopedia):

Collaborative Computing:

Collaborative computing is also known as distributed computing, exploiting unused CPU

processing power and/or free disk space of computing units in a network. Great use of collaborative

computing is made in the field of science and biotech where enormous computer processing is

required. As an example the greatest chemistry project in history, involving computational power,

was hosted by GRID.ORG where a distributed network was setup in order for United Devices to

host virtual screening for cancer research on the Grid MP platform. A computing power equivalent

to 100 teraflops of power, having an amount of more than 2,000,000 PCs globally, was achieved.
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Collaborative networks are often created by volunteers willing to provide their unused computing

resources as a contribution public good and/or research projects (Webopedia).

Instant Messaging:

Instant messaging (IM) is another very common P2P utility dedicated to real-time text chatting

applications such as MSN Messenger or AOL Instant Messenger. For common users IM application

are generally free tools, but some organizations are yet considering IM as business tool

(Webopedia). Applications such as IRC for example, give also the possibility for users to directly

connect to each other and exchange resources (Aitken et al. 2001).

Affinity Communities:

Affinity  communities  are  conceived  P2P  network  specific  groups,  where  users  are  focus  on  file-

sharing activities by collaborating and seeking for an end user with the files in question. In fact

Affinity Communities are the biggest concerns among legal issues as they are a major media for

piracy, starting from the Napster’s case (Webopedia).

Besides P2P network types, there are also certain classifications of such systems such as completely

centralized (Figure. 5) such as Napster and Seti@Home, to completely decentralized (Figure. 4)

such as Freenet and GNUtella. A centralized system is based on an indexing server taking in charge

file management on each client and handles each client search to reach the locations of resources. A

decentralized system is based on distributing all over the network the database of shared resources

on  each  client,  which  disposes  for  the  need  of  a  server.  Such  decentralized  system  is  in  fact  the

Figure 4. Centralized P2P
network, source: Loo & Choi
(2002)

Figure 5. Decentralized P2P network, source: Loo &
Choi (2002)
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source of many legal concerns since resources are contently moving and never residing in a central

unit (Aitken et al. 2001).

3.2 Innovation of P2P systems in brief

In 2000, several IT companies such as Intel, Hewlett-Packard, and IBM joined forces to develop a

structure for a working group in order for corporate customers to make full use of networking

power involving: networked PCs, workstations and servers for computing-and storage-intensive

tasks (Jacobs 2000, cited in Loo & Choi 2002). Such manifestation caused a major evolution of P2P

networks, in terms of development and implementation.

In overall, when we talk about the traditional methods used for computation power and efficiency,

we actually refer to the purchase of the necessary hardware and software, including hiring the IT

specialists needed to set-up and maintain these systems. As a comparison, P2P computing is based

on exploiting the fully existing computing units giving the possibility for users to access resources

while they are not being utilized. Such changes in technology lead to a substantial drop in corporate

expenses (Loo & Choi 2002).

In one sentence: P2P computing enables the sharing of digital resources and services by direct

transactions between computing systems (Loo & Choi 2002).

Over time, so many technologies focused on networking have emerged that the term "Peer-to-peer"

started to loose its proper definition. However, there are yet ways to determine the nature of a P2P

system  as  a  rule  of  thumb.  In  general  it  can  be  recognized  as  a  networking  system  allowing  the

exploitation of "the dark matter of the Internet" (Aitken et al. 2001):

Information  and  communication  technology  (IT)  provides  us  with  the  means  to  access  and  store

digital information, which has affected dramatically on our way of life especially in our

professional life (Winter et al. 2004). These technologies within all available digital information

enable the distribution and acquisition of digital material which is subject of intellectual property

(Winter et  al.  2004).  Therefore,  in parallel  to its  benefits,  IT development raised its  flaws such as

the  unethical  used  of  information,  eventually  the  violation  of  intellectual  property  (Winter  et  al.
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2004). The evolution of technology was highly a media for internet piracy, and majorly as a

breakthrough after the launching of file-sharing programs where the first was known as Napster

(Chiang & Assane 2007).

Napster’s fall was definitely not a discouragement for such practises (D’Astous, Colbert &

Montpetit 2005) with the following development of Kazaa, Grokster, BitTorrent (Chiang & Assane

2007) as well as LimeWire using the Gnutella networks known as “fastest file-sharing program on

the planet” free of charge (Butler 2008, p.10). Such technologies enables consumers to obtain their

products fast and large variety, while for copyright owners it widens networks effects and enhances

their market (but at which expense?) (Chiang & Assane 2007, Spinello 2004).

3.3 Relative advantages/disadvantages

As the concept of innovation has its implications in consumer behaviour we shall observe in this

section the fundamental elements which related innovation and consumer behaviour, such as

diffusion/adoption of innovation and behavioral intentions.

Tracing back in the literature, the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) proposed by Fishbein and

Ajzen (cited in Karahanna et al. 1999), based on social philosophy and originally conceived to

evaluate link-ages among beliefs, attitude, norms and intentions, proved to be the most significant

predictor of adoption, in terms of continuous use, is eventually the intention to adopt, which can be

interpreted as behavioral intentions (Karahanna et al. 1999).

However, previous research, in majority, seems to have neglected the time dimension of technology

adoption  at  the  individual  level,  where  consumer  activities  and  attitude  evolve  with  usage

experience (Karahanna et al. 1999). Nonetheless, there are existing theories suggesting that the

continuous use of an IT product may cause variations in the user’s perception and attitude towards

that product (Karahanna et al. 1999). To be even more specific, an individual’s consequences of his

actual behaviour can affect on his beliefs on perceived consequences (Trandis 1980, cited in

Karahanna et al. 1999). As define by Thompson et al. (1994, p. 170) perceived consequences

“incorporate the basic premise that individuals evaluate their actions in terms of potential rewards
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and  base  their  choices  of  behaviour  on  the  desirability  of  the  rewards,”  where  Triandis  (cited  in

Thompson et al. 1994) defines that each act has probable consequences of value.

In overall, it has been clearly determined that the consumers’ intentions to adopt an IT product are

based on his perceived (or beliefs of) consequences in using that product,  itself derived from

personal interest, which could be interpreted here as the product’s relative advantages, and social

influence, which has been discussed in the previous section (Karahanna et al. 1999). However,

when the user gains sufficient experience of use he shall become less dependent on or affected by

social influence to determine their perceived usefulness of the technology (Venkatesh & Davis

2000).

A few core theoretical models have been developed to evaluate behavioral intentions in innovation

adoption. Eventually all starts with the development and improvement of the Innovation Diffusion

Theory (IDT) by Rogers (cited in Hernandez & Mazzon 2006) emphasizing five elements

consistent to the rate of innovation diffusion in relation with the intention to adopt as: Relative

advantage, compatibility, complexity, observability and trialability. As a comparison, an extension

from the Davis’s TAM model, may be derived as: perceived usefulness, image, compatibility, ease

of use, visibility, result demonstrability and trialability (Karahanna et al. 1999). As we need to take

into account the time dimention of adoption, Davis et al. (1989) demonstrate that the initial

adoption stage seem to be the most important in terms of variance, for instance the ease of use is

most significant during the first hour of use while it looses its significance after 14 weeks,

especially for the less experienced ones (Thompson et al. 1994).

As a practical example, considering an IT service, intrinsic motivations towards consumers such as

user-friendliness, ease of use may influence the consumer to increase his intentions to use the

product even if initially having a negative attitude towards the service (Nysveen at al. 1005). In

comparison with P2P systems, as it was initially conceived as an IT service, we may consider the

similar relative advantages to be involved such as the easiness to use. In terms of purpose of such

service P2P offers the ability to upload, download ad share media over its network for as much

users as the infrastructure can support, which provide a huge dynamism and flexibility of its utility

with a minimal effort on the consumers’ side.

H3: The flexibility and dynamism of P2P technology is positively related with the illicit purchase of

digital copyrighted work.
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So far we have discussed the relative advantages of IT products according to the concepts proposed

by the TAM model. Eventually, considering all available technologies, namely software and mobile

devices, the TAM model ignores an important factor being the economical perspective of the

product perceived by the individual. However, as a contribution, the Theory of Planned Behavior

(TPB) proposed by (Ajzen 1991, cited in Nysveen at al. 2005) takes into account the concept of

perceived control, which in this case is in relation with the economical perspective or benefits. We

could define such concept as the higher the economical benefits of the product (cheaper to buy and

use), the higher the utility, therefore the higher will be the intentions to use and adopt. P2P systems

have a few possible economical aspects of their use, either with a monthly fee which is reasonably

affordable for anyone, with a small fee per download (e.g. iTune) or simply free of charge. We may

understand such features in P2P systems to be quite an advantage for consumers, mainly when the

entire service is free of charge, which in turn gives the assumption that consumers will have high

behavioral  intentions  to  use  P2P  networks  based  on  its  economical  benefits  despite  of  ethical

perspectives. As a fact, according to Albers-Miller (cited in Gupta, Gould & Pola 2004) the price is

often the main motive driving consumer demand for illicit or free goods, such as pirated software.

On a certain perspective high prices may also contribute to the perception of being ripped-off

(Albers-Miller 1999, cited in Gupta, Gould & Pola 2004).

On one hand the consumer runs for a low price but on the other hand what do you get for that price?

Inference of quality by the price level is a common belief among consumers and an important factor

in consumer behavior (Chapman & Wahlers 1999, cited in De Matos, Ituassu & Rossi 2007). In this

sense, consumers’ tendency to believe that “high (low) price means high (low) quality” becomes

even more important when there is little information about the product quality or the consumer is

unable to judge product quality (Tellis & Gaeth 1990, cited in De Matos, Ituassu & Rossi 2007).

H4: The low cost of access and use of P2P systems is positively related with the illicit purchase of

digital copyrighted work.

Despite the great advantages offered by using P2P systems mentioned above, as in all innovations

certain flaws are also apparent such as the low quality of the compressed media files and at worse

viruses or spyware can attached to some files (Chiang & Assane 2007).

H6: The negative characteristics of P2P systems are negatively related with the illicit purchase of

digital copyrighted works.
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3.4 Perceived damages

In the literature the magnitude of consequences of an illegal act is directly associated with moral

intensity as one of the three main concepts of the Issue-Risk-Judgment model (IRJ), use to evaluate

consumer behaviour towards piracy (Tan 2002). In the case of magnitude of consequences by

practising piracy we are referring to the actual magnitude of damage which the illicit act inflicts

upon copyright holders (Tan 2002). At the consumer’s level, without considering his/her behavioral

intentions on piracy, we may consider the consumer’s perceived damage towards illegal use of

copyrighted digital content.

At first, to illustrate perceived damage at consumer level we may have to be reminded of the

realistic damage of piracy caused as a whole. What is known today is that the biggest amount of

piracy activities is concentrated in the entertainment industry (Marsh 2009). As mentioned from the

US Chamber of Commerce, it is estimated that counterfeiting and piracy costs are equivalent to

$250 billion annually in US (Marsh 2009). In terms of economics, the music industry, motion

picture industry as well as the software industry is yearly declining in sales in heavy digits due to

copyright infringements (Marsh 2009).

However, as such devastating consequences activities do no not directly affect on the genuine P2P

user as not being among the copyright holders, it is assumed that such user may have rather lower

perceived damage than it realistically occurs. As a consequence a low perceived damage is to lower

moral intensity towards illegal behaviour. In fact, P2P system users may perceive themselves as

participating in a mutually beneficial social group, instead of contributing to a commercial deal that

may hurt the copyright holder (Shang, Chen, YC & Chen, PC 2007), which yield the following

hypothesis:

H5: The low perceived damage by using P2P is positively related with the illicit purchase of digital

copyrighted work.
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4 Customer Related Factors

4.1 In general

“Attitude” is:  “. . .A learned predisposition to behave in a consistently favourable or unfavourable

manner with respect to a given object” (Schiffman & Kanuk 1997, p. 167, cited in De Matos,

Ituassu & Rossi 2007).

It had still not yet been perfectly clarified, despite previous research, what are all the factors

involved in users’ ethical attitude and decision making to participate in illicit downloading and

sharing of copyrighted material in P2P communities (Chiang & Assane 2007). What is clear and

certain is the fact that such illegal activities are a specific concern of consumer ethics (Shang, Chen,

YC & Chen, PC 2007).

More specifically, the known factors which are important about the consumers’ behaviour toward

unethical purchasing decision are related to the consumers’ legal and ethical judgement, and their

risk evaluation of fulfilling the act in question (Tan, 2002, Wang et al. 2003). In addition, when it

comes to softlifting there is a specific concern of attitude towards social consequences, meaning

that consumers perform an evaluation of the benefits/damage cause to society when participating in

piracy (Wang et al. 2005).

As a practical example, reviewing again the Napster’s closing case, which affect heavily on sales of

original CDs, it has been noted that the case was not taken lightly by Naper’s users, and as a

consequence, instead of making the decision to perform legal activities in buying original CDs, they

rather decided to look for other P2P communities or download sources. (D’Astous et al. 2005). The

factors which seemed the most significant on such consumer behaviour to find similar download

sources, were the variety of music selection and eventually the time to acquire these resources

(D’Astous et al. 2005). In other words, the type of music available, shared by other, and the internet

connection speed were highly significant factors to persuade users to perform such activities.

However, when it comes to the internet speed, users who require a high connection speed will end

up paying more for accessing the same services than those with lower connection speed (D’Astous

et al. 2005).
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It has also been discovered that consumers with a certain experience with illegal online purchases

can be positively tempted in continuing on a routine based such activity (Tan 2002). In other words,

if a user have previously downloaded pirated software he is most likely to repeat such act in the

future. As an additional stimulus, the influence of economic incentive at hand is also affecting the

ethical decision making (Tan 2002).

To further evaluate such consumer behaviour and contribute to managerial decision making, a core

model have been elaborated in 1979 by Rest (cited in Tan 2002), known as the Four-Component

model, which is conceived to analyse the basic factors to a  individual’s ethical judgment. The Four-

Component model includes the following fundamentals:

• Recognize the moral issue

• Make a moral judgment

• Establish moral intent

• Implement moral actions during the ethical decision-making and behaviour process

Further on, several models have emerged to decipher consumers’ ethical decision making such as

the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen 1991,

Ajzen & Fishbein 1980, cited in Shang et al. 2007). However, as a further extends towards several

philosophical theories are introduced in the Hunt and Vitell’s (cited in Shang et al. 2007) model

conceived in 1986, making use of deontological and teleological evaluations (See Figure 4).

Another model based on the four component is the Issue-Risk-Judgment (IRJ) model used by Tan

(2002) (See Figure 5).

4.2 Deontological and Teleological evaluations

In moral philosophy there is a certain classification of normative ethical theories which have been

divided into deontological and teleological categories (Murphy & Laczniak 1981, cited in Shang et

al. 2007). Deontological theories involves the evaluation of specific actions or behaviour of an

individual, where a setup of alternatives are considered under predetermined
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deontological norms representing the individual’s personal beliefs and values (Shang et al. 2007).

Teleological theories involves the evaluation of the perceived consequences for existing

stakeholders within each alternative, as well as the probability of occurrence of the consequences

for all stakeholders, the desirability of consequences, and the eventually the importance of each

stakeholder (Shang et al. 2007).

It is important here to make certain distinction to avoid ambiguities. First of all, moral intentions are

not to be confused with ethical judgments due to the fact that teleological evaluation is as well

affecting moral intentions (Shang et al. 2007). Secondly, behaviour is also different from moral

intentions as a result of situational restrictions (Shang et al. 2007).

However, moral intentions can be used as a suitable predictor of behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein 1980,

cited in De Matos et al. 2007). According to these authors, the attitude of an individual over an

object is to affect on the moral intentions towards that object. As and addition, it is critical to moral

intentions how an individual will be influenced by his surrounding, as subjective norms. In overall,

the behaviour of an individual can be determined by his intentions being influenced by personal and

interpersonal factors (De Matos et al. 2007).

Research from Thong and Yap (cited in Gupta et al. 2004) demonstrated that ethical judgement

towards softlifting and other similar related crimes is highly the subject for deontological and

teleological evaluations. Specifically, it has been found that the consequences of illegal acts are a

major factor towards unethical behaviour, in other words teleological evaluations seem to

demonstrate stronger results than deontological evaluations.

4.3 Factors affecting ethical behaviour

Moral intensity

It has been argued by Jones (cited in Tan 2002) that an evaluation of issue’s characteristics must be

considered to perceive moral intent. Such suggestion points to reveal moral intensity as an influence

to moral intent (Jones 1991, cited in Tan 2002). As a conclusion, as it is known that moral intent

have a relation with moral behaviour, we may consider that moral intensity has its own influence
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over moral behaviour (Jones 1991, cited in Tan 2002). The following list includes all the

moderators affecting moral intensity according to the IRJ model (Tan 2002).

• Magnitude of consequences: The sum of the harms/benefits done to victims/beneficiaries of

the moral act in question.

• Social consensus: The degree of social agreement that a proposed act is evil/good.

• Probability of effect: this is a joint function of the probability that the act in question will

actually cause the harm/benefit predicted.

• Temporal  immediacy:  This  is  the  length  of  time  between  the  present  and  the  onset  of

consequences of the moral act in question.

• Proximity: This refers to the feeling of nearness (social, cultural, psychological, or physical)

that the moral agent has for victims/beneficiaries of the evil/beneficial act in question.

• Concentration of effect: This is an inverse function of the number of people affected by an

act of a given magnitude.

As a remark towards piracy, it is has been known that behaviour towards softlifting actually lacks

moral intensity (Logsdon et al. 1994, cited in Gupta et al. 2004).

Moral judgment

Previous research demonstrated by Hunt & Vitell, Akaah and  Robin et al. (cited in Tan 2002), that

moral judgement is also in relation with moral intentions by, but is not determinant. According to

the IRJ model moral judgement involved two moderators as cognitive judgment and moral

reasoning. Gifford & Norris and Reidenbach & Robin (cited in Tan 2002) define cognitive

judgment as what an individual considers morally acceptable. Moral reasoning is more related to

the ability of performing a cognitive judgment, where the latter according to Forsyth & Scott and

Malinwoski & Smith (cited in Tan 2002) is itself is associated with ethical behaviour. For example

age and life experience are a factor affecting such ability.  In addition, according to Trevino and

Blasi (cited in Tan 2002) a relationship between moral reasoning and moral intentions has been

noticed to influence ethical decision making.
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In overall, moral judgment is an individual’s perception on a decision making while confronting an

ethical dilemma (Rest 1986, cited in Tan 2002).

Users’ ethical perception

The ethical perception, as a distinction from moral judgment, is only concerned about the

individual’s opinion of an unethical act, regardless of the decision making. In this section the

concept of ethical perception will be described in a more practical approach as the theoretical

background in founded in moral judgement.

When it comes to software piracy, Logsdon et al. and Simpson et al. (cited in Shang et al. 2007)

demonstrated that such behaviour is perceived as rather harmless. In other words, software piracy is

not affecting consumers' moral judgment even though it is generally known to be an illegal act

towards copyright law (Moores & Chang 2006, Shang et al. 2007, Cordell et al. 1996). As such, it

can be argued that consumers with low ethical morality wouldn’t feel so guilty in pursuing with

software piracy (Ang et al. 2001). Thus, people often make distinctions between unethical acts that

appear to be less harmful and those that do. This means in the case of piracy that it does not attract

the same level of ethical seriousness as might the theft of physical property (Logsdon et al. 1994,

cited in Gupta et al. 2004). For example, majority of people may consider softlifting as lower

unethical act in comparison with stealing a candy bar (Cheng et al. 1997, cited in Gupta et al. 2004).

As subject to moral judgement, the grounds of consumers’ ethical perception over piracy reveal the

following hypothesis:

H7: The consumers’ low ethical perception of using P2P systems is positively related with the illicit

purchase of digital copyrighted works.

Perceived risk

The concept of perceived risks was first discussed by Bauer (cited in Tan 2002) regarding

consumer’s decision making, which was later on confirm by Rettig and Rawson (cited in Tan 2002)

that risk was a significant factor towards consumer’s unethical behaviour. Havlena and DeSarbo
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(cited in Tan 2002) speculate that perceived risks are the manifestation of consumers’ uncertainty

towards the consequences of a possibly incorrect decision. Put simply, a rational person, with a

sense of awareness, would avoid taking the risk of applying an unethical decision considering the

choice is given. The following list provides the moderators of perceived risks according to the IRJ

model (Tan 2002). The following list describes the moderators used to evaluate perceived risks:

• Financial risk: The probability of losing money by the intended decision.

• Performance risk: The probability that there will be something wrong with the product or

service.

• Physical risk: The probability of a service or product being unsafe.

• Psychological  risk:  The  probability  that  an  intended  product  or  service  will  not  fit  an

individual’s self-image or self-concept.

• Social risk: The probability that a product or service will affect the way others think of the

individual.

• Prosecution risk: The risk of being exposed upon an illegal behaviour.

• Overall risk: The overall probability of how risky this product or service is to the individual.

In this research the concept of perceived risks is generalized and simplified to the consumers’

perceived risks of exposure due to illicit behaviour towards legislation, as it is in this context the

most sensitive risk issue associated with unethical behaviour towards piracy, which yields the

following hypothesis:

H8: The risks of being exposed of copyright infringement are negatively related with the illicit

purchase of digital copyrighted work.

Denial of liability

Denial of liability is a concept which has not been directly derived and empirically tested in

previous research. However, in this study related theoretical background in denial of liability may

serve as support towards consumer’s ethical perception and practical related issues will be

discussed in this section.
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A way of encouraging consumers’ denial of liability is to claim on consumers’ right. For example in

the music industry certain pirate consumers deny all unethical charges based on records companies

putting too high prices (Shang et al. 2007), including further claims that the current level of piracy

have little if no effect considering the relatively high revenues of copyright holders (Ang et al.

2001).

In terms of awareness, consumers seem to generally realize that a CD counterfeit is a direct

substitute to the authentic one. With this notion, downloading music files in a P2P environment is

view by the consumer as an indirect substitute, where such practises would be considered as trial for

stimulating legal purchase later on (Ki et al. 2006, cited in Shang et al. 2007).

In terms of environment, the fact of belonging to an online community behind a screen may also

reveal a detachment from ethical responsibilities (Summers & Markusen 1992, cited in Gupta et al.

2004). The level of guilt is far reduced when the consumer is not aware from whom or where he is

stealing from (Nettler 1984, cited in Gupta et al. 2004).
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5 Data
The questions focused on the use of P2P, the users’ attitudes towards copyright laws governing file

sharing, and how they interpreted their sharing activities affecting the media industry and vice

versa (Hietanen et al. 2008). The original goal of this survey was to produce empirical findings for

the public discussion (Hietanen et al. 2008).

The survey was available online between the 15th and the 22nd of August 2007, and it was filled

out  6103  times  (Hietanen  et  al.  2008).  Among  two  of  the  three  websites,  where  the  survey  was

available, were technology news sites. This facilitated the selection of the respondents for being

users  of  file  sharing  services  (Hietanen  et  al.  2008).  As  an  example,  a  typical  respondent  was  a

male having a technical background and using P2P systems at least once a week (Hietanen et al.

2008). Considering that 37% of the respondents happened to be students, over 50% reported their

monthly income to exceeded €1500 (Hietanen et al. 2008). The majority of the respondents were

between 17 to 35 year old (Hietanen et al. 2008). It is also to be noticed that the age range and the

high rate of file sharing use are comparable with previous studies conducted in the same domain

(Hietanen et al. 2008).

In Finland, the Internet was used by 79% of the total Finnish population at the beginning of 2007,

while 41% among these Internet users used Internet for listening to music online or downloading

music on a PC or another device. P2P systems were used by 87% of the participants, from which

three quarters of the respondents had downloaded unauthorized media files from P2P networks and

59% had shared illegal music, movie or TV series files (Hietanen et al. 2008). As fundamental

result, less than 10% of the respondents have been the first peers to upload content (Being the first

uploading illicit material online implies higher risk taking and higher ethical judgment intensity in

comparison to the remaining mass) (Hietanen et al. 2008). It has also been reported that 10% of the

participants had used P2P sites only for legal purposes, which eventually involves the legal sharing

of free and open source software and Creative Commons licensed works (Hietanen et al. 2008).
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6 Results

6.1 Research model and variables

Economical benefits

Flexibility and dynamism of P2P
systems

Illegal Purchase of
Copyrighted Digital

Work

Percieved Damage by using P2P

Social Influence on the use of
P2P systems

Occupation

Age

Income

Perceived risks towards
consumer by using P2P

Users’ ethical perception of
using P2P in comparison with

other “high” illegal acts

When copying from other
sources

Consumer specific-related
factors

Innovation-related factors

Environmental-related
factors

Demographics

When copying from www sites
or P2P networks

Users’ ethical perception of using
P2P in general

Negative characteristics of P2P

H8

H1

H6

H2

H3

H4

H5

H7

Figure 8. Research framework.
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In order to be consistent on moral philosophy and innovation adoption theories, this research model

is conceived inspired from previous theoretical models such as TAM (Davis 1989), TAM2

(Venkatesh & Davis 2000), TPB (Ajzen 1991, cited in Nysveen at al. 2005), Hunt and Vitell’s

model  and  the  IRJ  model  (Tan  2002).  However,  as  a  limitation  in  the  research  area  only  certain

concepts from previously mentioned theoretical models have been considered in accordance to the

available data.

Environmental related factors

External factors or forces have been introduced as an extension of the original TAM model, known

as TAM2 by Venkatesh and Davis (2000). In this area we disregard the original fundamental

concepts  of  the  TAM  model  of  perceived  usefulness  and  perceived  ease  of  use,  as  they  are  not

relevant to environmental factors. The TAM2 model takes into consideration an important factor

associated with consumer behaviour as social norms, which was originally inspired by the theory of

reasoned action proposed by Fishbein and Ajzen (cited in Karahanna et al. 1999). However, in

addition to social norms as the use of P2P is heavily associated with legislation in its environment,

two concepts have been added to evaluate the consumers’ knowledge of legislation, also being a

part of the deontological evaluation of the Hunt & Vitell’s model. The remaining existing concepts

of the Hunt & Vitell’s model have been discarded in this area to satisfy the integrity of

environmental factors.

Innovation related factors

The roots of innovation adoption theory still holds good for this model, as proposed by the TAM

model conceived to evaluate relative advantages to new technologies, such as ease of use, perceived

usefulness (Davis 1989).  However, relative advantages may differ according to the type of

technology. In fact technologies such as mobile communication and P2P have economical

implications which affect on the consumers’ decision making to purchase and adopt these

technologies. As proposed by the theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen 1991, cited in Karahanna et

al. 1999) the perceived control concept is used in this study as the consumers’ power of decision

making based on economical benefits. The remaining concepts of the TPB’s model have been

discarded as the relative advantages can be evaluated using the core concepts of the TAM model. In
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overall, the relative advantages are divided into two main concepts as the flexibility and dynamism

of P2P, reflecting perceived usefulness and ease of use, and economical benefits, reflecting

perceived control. In addition, as a counter balance to the relative advantages, the negative

characteristics of the P2P technology have also been taken into account.

Since ethical behaviour is significantly associated with this model, the adoption of technology has

to also consider moral reasoning such as the consumers’ perceived damage to evaluate the

consumers’ perception of the possible harm caused to content owners and the society by using P2P.

Such concept is actually only a part of the evaluation of perceived consequences/risks, originally

included in the IRJ model and the teleological evaluation of the Hunt and Vitell’s model. Further

related variables of perceived risks such as: financial risk, performance risk… have been discarded

due to limited data.

Consumer related factors

As environmental and innovation related factors play a high role in this research, this model heavily

simplified the consumer related factors. originally based on moral philosophy, to evaluate ethical

decision making. The most relevant concepts of consumer ethical behaviour have been evaluated

with care in previous research, from which such practical tool as the IRJ model emerged, evaluating

accurately moral intensity, perceived risks and moral judgment (Tan 2002). However, in this

research, the concept of perceived risks directly towards the consumer has been focused only on

risks of prosecution as the context is exclusively concerned with intellectual property rights

infringements. For the sake of simplicity and limitations of responses, moral judgment in this study

is been generalized as ethical perception of the consumer regarding the use of P2P.

The following Table. 1 illustrates the list variables extracted from the data set which are to be

integrated in the research model.
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List of used variables

Environmental-related variables

Variable label and (Var. name)        Name of construct

Copy a CD from a friend (aclawRe2) Copying from other sources

Copy a CD from a friend copied for own use (aclawRe3)

Copy a CD from library (aclawRe6)

Copying from other sources

Copying from other sources

Copy a DVD from rental store (aclawRe10) Copying from other sources

Download music from internet (aclawRe4) Copying from internet and P2P

Download music from P2P (aclawRe5) Copying from internet and P2P

Copy of a TV program from internet (aclawRe8) Copying from internet and P2P

Copy of a TV program from P2P (aclawRe9) Copying from internet and P2P

P2P users known as friends (person1) Social influence

P2P users known as family (person2) Social influence

P2P users known as relatives (person3) Social influence

P2P users known as colleagues (person4) Social influence

P2P users known as someone else (person5) Social influence

No P2P user known (person6) Social influence

Innovation-related variables

Variable label and (Var. name) Name of construct

P2P site often contains viruses (usage1) Negative Characteristics

P2P site often contain something else (usage2) Negative Characteristics

It is more difficult to find files from P2P than stores (usage3) Negative Characteristics

P2P site often have poor quality (usage4) Negative Characteristics

Files downloaded often contain malware (usage5) Negative Characteristics

Table 2. List of variables in Innovation-Related Factors.

Table 1. List of variables in Environment-Related Factors.
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Get known new artists (usage11) Flexibility of P2P

Technological development (usage14) Flexibility of P2P

Watch media before legal release (usage19) Flexibility of P2P

Replace VCR… (usage20) Flexibility of P2P

Get the works cheaper (usage16) Economical Benefits

Avoid credit card (usage17) Economical Benefits

Avoid paying twice (usage18) Economical Benefits

Damage to artist (usage8) Perceived Damage

Damage to producer (usage9) Perceived Damage

Consumer-related variables

Variable label and (Var. name) Name of construct

Comparing P2P with sharing child pornography (rate1) EthPerc Compare

Comparing P2P with drunken driving (rate2) EthPerc Compare

Comparing P2P with terrorist act (rate3) EthPerc Compare

Comparing P2P with drug offense (rate4) EthPerc Compare

Comparing P2P with tax fraud (rate5) EthPerc Compare

Comparing P2P with selling fake branded bags (rate8) EthPerc Compare

Comparing P2P with selling pirated media (rate11) EthPerc Compare

Condemnable rate of downloading (agrdis3) EthPercGen

Condemnable rate of sharing (agrdis4) EthPercGen

Probabilities… smaller than shoplifting (prob1) Perceived risks

Probabilities… smaller than free transportation ride (prob2) Perceived risks

Probabilities… smaller than parking ticket (prob3) Perceived risks

Probabilities… smaller than speeding (prob5) Perceived risks

Table 3. List of variables in Consumer-Related Factors.
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Probabilities… smaller than TV fee (prob6) Perceived risks

6.2 Demographics statistical description

Other than environmental factors, innovation factors and consumer specific-related factors, it has

been argued that demographic factors, such as economical factors in terms of income per capita,

situational factors and professionalism are also indicators of consumer behaviour towards unethical

purchasing decisions (Cheng et al. 1997, Logsdon et al. 1994, Moores & Dhillon 2000, cited in

Wang et al. 2005).

In this section we may observe the statistical responses on demographics concerned with P2P

environment, as year of birth, gross income and occupation group of respondents, where the

following Figure. 9  illustrates the year of birth against the quantity of respondents involved in P2P

activities. It ca be observed that the peak values are located between 1980 and 1990. In other words

the majority of respondents involved in P2P activities are between 20 to 30 years old. If we reflect

on the most common life circumstances of the people within that age, we may consider that the

majority of P2P users are either student, professional juniors or unemployed.
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Figure 9. Year of birth of survey respondents.

In fact it has been noted, and it also makes sense, that older people tend to display higher idealistic

ethical behaviour (Rawwas & Singhapakdi 1998, cited in Gupta et al. 2004) which is also

applicable within to domain of business ethics (Ruegger & King 1992, cited in Gupta et al. 2004).

In correlation with age range, occupation is also a high determinant of ethical behaviour as the

occupation determines the social environment, therefore may determine the social influence.

However, students’ class level as well as field of study can also be determinant of their behaviour

towards piracy, for instance student studying in the technical field have higher tendency due to their

knowledge and social environment to practise and promote piracy (Chiang & Assane 2002).

However, the age factor may also influence within the same occupation group, for instance, in the

academic domain it has been found that older student have a higher tendency to participate in piracy

activities in comparison with younger ones (Gupta et al. 2004).
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Figure 10. Occupation groups of respondents.

The occupation may also in majority of cases be an indicator of income, where the latter may have

an influence on purchasing decisions making. The following Figure. 11 shows the gross-income

against quantity of respondents, where we may observe the majority is earning less than

500€/months. Such income is usually referring to the individual to be either a student or

unemployed. Another interesting observation is the second highest category of people earning

between 1500€ and 2500€, which refers to those, usually full time professionals, belonging to the

middle class. By observing the remaining figures, we can determine that the higher the income, the

less the individual will be involved in P2P activities, from which we may assume the following

quote: why bother to pirate if we can afford authentic product?

In overall, if we summarize these demographic observations, we may conclude that the majority of

people involved in unethical P2P activities are students, between 20 and 30 years old and earning

less than 500€/months.

1. Executive
2. Clerical

employee
3. Employee
4. Entrepreneur
5. Agricultural

entrepreneur
6. Student
7. Pupil
8. Retired
9. Housewife/

house
husband

10. Unemployed
11. Research

worker
12. Other
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Figure 11. Mmonthly income of respondents.

6.3 Factor Analysis

Factor analysis is a powerful mathematical tool utilized to test the unidimensionality of the items

selected in the context of a specific concept. In other words, such tool helps to decipher correlations

among variables to become subject of potential constructs.

However, several methods are available to perform factor analysis and in this study the method of

Principal Axis Factor was used, where factors are extracted out of a correlation matrix and initial

estimates are created by placing squared multiple correlation coefficients in the diagonal of the

communalities. In brief, such methods enables to estimate new communalities where the old

communality estimates are been replaced in the diagonal.

1. 0-500€
2. 500-1500€
3. 1500-2500€
4. 2500-3500€
5. 3500-5000€
6. over 5000€
7. Decline to

answer
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 Since factors are determines out of their proximity to each axis,

it often quite practical to use Axis Rotation, involving several rotation methods including change of

angle between axes, to obtain more reliable results. In this study we use the Varimax rotation,

which minimizes the number of variables high loadings on each factor, which only involves an axis

rotation leaving the angle between axes at 90 degrees.

As each result is shown in the form of Chronbach’s Alpha coefficients, we also impose a tolerance

of .40 as coefficient absolute value, where factors at above the .40 level were not displayed from the

analysis.

Environmental-related factors

In order to validate the hypothesis 1 a set of variables have been selected which are exclusively

concerned with the consumers’ interpretation of the copyright law. These variables represent the

responses of the following question:

As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance

with the law:

As shown in Table. 4 two factors are displayed, and according to

the interpretation of the responses (See variable list, Table. 1) two

construct have been considered as:

• When copying from other sources

• When copying from www sites or P2P networks

To proceed with the validation of hypothesis 2 concerned  with

social surrounding, factor analysis were not carried out since the

values of responses were not treated as scales, but as a sum of all

people known to the respondents using P2P, to be interpreted as

social influence construct. The survey question was formulated as

such:

Rotated Factor Matrixa

Factor

1 2

aclwRe2 ,763

aclwRe3 ,636

aclwRe4 ,468

aclwRe5 ,427

aclwRe6 ,734

aclwRe8 ,649

aclwRe9 ,678

aclwRe10 ,602

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser

Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

Table 4. Factor analysis of consumers’
interpretation of  copyright law.
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Do you know persons using P2P file-sharing sites? If yes, who are they?

However to have an observation on the responses we may observe Figure. 12, which describes

clearly the type social surrounding, being the most relevant in terms of social influence. The highest

rates are eventually representing friends and family. The bar placed at value 0 represents the amount

of respondents not knowing any P2P users.

Figure 12. Social surrounding using P2P.

Innovation-related factors

In  order  to  validate  the hypothesis 3,4,5 and 6 the set of variables which have been selected is

exclusively concerned with the usage of P2P systems, where relative advantages are to be pointed

out. These variables represent the responses of the following question:

The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.

1. Friend
2. Family
3. Other relative
4. Colleague
5. Someone else
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Rotated Factor Matrixa

Factor

1 2 3 4

UseRe1 ,819

UseRe2 ,743

UseRe3 ,639

UseRe4 ,690

UseRe5 ,854

UseRe8 ,780

UseRe9 ,782

UseRe11 ,528

UseRe14

UseRe16 ,709

UseRe17 ,783

UseRe18 ,454

UseRe19 ,731

UseRe20 ,811

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

As shown in Table. 5 four factors are displayed, and according to the interpretation of the responses

(See variable list, Table. 2) four constructs have been considered as:

• Flexibility and dynamism of P2P systems

• Economical benefits

• Negative characteristics of P2P

• Perceived damage by using P2P

Table 5. Factor analysis of P2P relative advantages.
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Consumer specific-related factors

In order to validate the hypothesis 7 two separate factor analysis

will take place as the available variable relevant to the context are

given in two separate questions. The set of variables selected for

the first analysis is exclusively concerned with the ethical

perception of P2P users to be compared with other high lever

crimes. These variables represent the responses of the following

question:

How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the

large-scale file-sharing?

As shown in Table. 6 four two are displayed, and according to the

interpretation of the responses (See variable list, Table. 3) two

constructs can been considered, but as we focus on high level

crimes,  such as tax fraud, only the factors in the first  column are

to be chosen in this context as the factors in second column

represent responses of low level crimes, such as not paying

television tax fee, giving the following construct:s.

• Users’ ethical perception of using P2P in comparison with other

“high” illegal act

In the second analysis the set of variables selected is exclusively

concerned the consumers’ ethical perception of general P2P activities

such as downloading and sharing. These variables represent the

responses of the following question:

Please indicate how well you agree or disagree with the following

statements:

Rotated Factor Matrixa

Factor

1 2

rateRe1 ,921

rateRe2 ,928

rateRe3 ,922

rateRe4 ,808

rateRe5 ,845

rateRe6 ,671

rateRe7 ,735

rateRe8 ,717

rateRe9 ,604

rateRe10 ,487

rateRe11 ,779

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

 Rotation Method: Varimax with

Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

Factor Matrixa

Factor

1

AgDisRe3 ,860

AgDisRe4 ,860

Extraction Method: Principal

Axis Factoring.

a. 1 factors extracted. 8

iterations required.

Table 7. Factor analysis of
consumers’ ethical perception
of illegal behaviour using
P2P in general.

Table 6. Factor analysis of
onsumers’ ethical perception of
illegal use P2P in comparison with
other high level crimes..
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As shown in Table. 7 only one factor is clearly displayed, and according

to the interpretation of the responses (See variable list, Table. 3) the

following construct is formed as:

• Users’ ethical perception of using P2P in general

In order to validate the hypothesis 8 the set of variables which have been

selected is exclusively concerned the perceived risks for the consumer to

be exposed from illegal use of P2P activities. These variables represent

the responses of the following question:

The probability to be caught of unauthorized P2P file-sharing is smaller

than:

As shown in Table. 8 only one factor is clearly displayed, and according to the interpretation of the

responses (See variable list, Table. 3) the following construct is formed as:

• Perceived risks towards consumer by using P2P

6.4 Reliability tests

In order to use valid constructs in our measurements it is necessary to apply a reliability test for

each construct to determine the consistency of the scales applied on each items. Several methods are

available  to  handle  reliability  testing,  however,  in  it  the  common  to  make  use  of  the  Alpha

(Cronbach) model, which determines the internal consistency of construct using the average of the

correlation among items. Scaled between 0 and 1, an acceptable Cronbach’s Alpha must generally

not be bellow the value of ,7. The closer to 1 the higher is the reliability of the construct. Reliability

calculations also provide the mean value for each construct as well as their standard deviation. The

following Table. 9 describes the reliability tests of each construct to be integrated in the research

model.

Factor Matrixa

Factor

1

ProbRe1 ,833

ProbRe2 ,826

ProbRe3 ,821

ProbRe5 ,726

ProbRe6 ,553

Extraction Method: Principal

Axis Factoring.

a. 1 factors extracted. 5

iterations required.

Table 8. Factor analysis of
the percieved risks of being
exposed from illegal use of
P2P.
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Environmental-related factors

Constructs

Cronbach's

Alpha

Cronbach's

Alpha Based on

Standardized

Items

N of

Items Mean

Std.

Deviation

When copying from other sourc ,80 ,80 4 9,41 2,76

When copying from www sites or P2P
networks

,66 ,66 4 8,52 2,30

Innovation-related factors

Flexibility and dynamism of P2P systems ,70 ,70 3 16,65 3,40

Economical benefits ,70 ,70 3 5,61 2,77

Negative characteristics of P2P ,91 ,91 5 7,36 7,36

Perceived damage by using P2P ,79 ,79 2 3,22 1,05

Consumer specific-related factors

Users’ ethical perception of using P2P in
comparison with other “high” illegal acts

,95 ,95 7 19,32 3,58

Users’ ethical perception of using P2P in
general

,85 ,85 2 3,13 1,21

Perceived risks towards consumer by
using P2P

,86 ,87 5 5,67 1,35

6.5 Regression analyses

Regression  analysis  is  the  last  analytic  tool  used  to  test  the  validity  of  a  research  model  and

hypothesis. In this case we use linear Regression as the scales used in each variable represent a

linear equation, where estimations of the coefficients of the linear equation will be calculated. Each

independent variable will be test against an independent variable (ShareRe), which is here

representing the amount of people using P2P systems (as YES/NO).

Table 9. reliability tests.
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Model validity

The model summary determines strength of the model where the significance of the independent

variables are tested against the dependent variable. The R value, as the multiple correlation

coefficient, represents the linear correlation between the observed and model-predicted values of

the dependent variable. The larger the value, the stronger is the relationship. The R Square value, as

the coefficient of determination, represents the square value of the multiple correlation coefficient,

which in turn, becomes the determinant value of the strength of the model. In this study the linear

regression analysis have been assessed in steps, or technically speaking in blocks, in order to

observe the significance of the model by measuring the variation in regression against the

dependent vairable, including first the dependent variable as use of P2P then adding control variable

as age, income and occupation one step at the time. By observing the R square values in each block

we can see that in the three first blocks, including the control variables, do not exceed much the 0,1

meaning that the independent variables explain about 10% of the model. However, in the fourth

block the R square value, including all main concept variables, is raised up to 0,326 where the

independent variables have over 30% of significance I the model, being relatively higher than the

three first blocks. Such result gives a difference in R square value between block 3 and 4 of 0,21.

Model Summary

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of the

Estimate

1 ,318a ,101 ,101 ,32275

2 ,331b ,109 ,109 ,32128

3 ,340c ,116 ,114 ,32031

4 ,571d ,326 ,324 ,27978

a. Predictors: (Constant), year of birth

b. Predictors: (Constant), year of birth, Please indicate your personal

gross income per month:

c. Predictors: (Constant), year of birth, Please indicate your personal

gross income per month:, Occ_Rese, Occ_Entr, Occ_Unem,

Occ_Empl, Occ_Exec, Occ_stud

d. Predictors: (Constant), year of birth, Please indicate your personal

gross income per month:, Occ_Rese, Occ_Entr, Occ_Unem,

Occ_Empl, Occ_Exec, Occ_stud, CopyCD, Risks, PercDam, SumPers,

Econom, CopyP2P, NegChar, EthGen, P2PFlex

Table 10. Model strength.
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As shown in Table. 10 the R square value after adding all the block (to be explained further on),

meaning adding every component of the model,  is ,326, which demonstrates that a bit more than

one third of the variation in time is explained by the model. It can also be observed that the more

blocks are added the more the R square value rises, reinforcing the relationship between all

independent variables and the use of peer-to-peer.

At the bottom of Table. 10 are listed the potential predictors in the model.

Regression coefficients

The following Table. 11 shows the regression coefficients, where coefficient B, standard error of B,

standardized coefficient Beta, t value for B, and two-tailed significance level of t are displayed as

estimations. When testing hypotheses, the most relevant values are the standardized coefficient

Beta, and the significance level. The Beta coefficient determines the intensity (weight) of the

independent variables against the dependent variable. The sign indicated the positive or negative

relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable. The significance level

of t determines the level of significance of the independent variables over the dependent variable

(the closer to 0 the higher the significance).

Coefficientsa

Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized

Coefficients

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.

(Constant) -18,621 ,783 -23,788 ,0001

year of birth ,010 ,000 ,318 26,172 ,000

(Constant) -16,461 ,830 -19,831 ,000

year of birth ,009 ,000 ,285 22,212 ,000

2

Please indicate your personal

gross income per month:

-,018 ,002 -,097 -7,550 ,000

3 (Constant) -15,403 ,884 -17,418 ,000

Table 11. Linear regression cooefficients.
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year of birth ,009 ,000 ,268 19,518 ,000

Please indicate your personal

gross income per month:

-,014 ,003 -,074 -5,209 ,000

Occ_Exec -,004 ,021 -,002 -,168 ,867

Occ_Empl ,068 ,012 ,084 5,767 ,000

Occ_Entr ,058 ,025 ,029 2,318 ,020

Occ_stud ,057 ,012 ,081 4,674 ,000

Occ_Unem ,035 ,023 ,020 1,512 ,131

Occ_Rese ,075 ,032 ,029 2,385 ,017

(Constant) -5,567 ,809 -6,878 ,000

year of birth ,004 ,000 ,112 8,881 ,000

Please indicate your personal

gross income per month:

-,007 ,002 -,038 -3,013 ,003

Occ_Exec ,011 ,018 ,007 ,582 ,561

Occ_Empl ,038 ,010 ,046 3,651 ,000

Occ_Entr ,051 ,022 ,026 2,339 ,019

Occ_stud ,016 ,011 ,022 1,466 ,143

Occ_Unem ,030 ,021 ,017 1,481 ,139

Occ_Rese ,046 ,028 ,018 1,673 ,094

SumPers ,040 ,003 ,165 13,966 ,000

CopyCD ,000 ,006 -,001 -,097 ,923

CopyP2P ,003 ,007 ,005 ,468 ,640

P2PFlex ,075 ,006 ,187 13,020 ,000

Econom ,025 ,005 ,068 5,345 ,000

NegChar -,060 ,004 -,175 -13,806 ,000

PercDam -,027 ,003 -,102 -8,504 ,000

EthGen 1,984E-5 ,003 ,000 ,006 ,995

4

Risks -,081 ,014 -,064 -5,845 ,000

a. Dependent Variable: ShareRe

Hypothesis Validation

The final evaluation is performed after confronting empirical results with each hypothesis, doing so

by comparing the positive and negative relation and significance between each construct against the
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use of P2P. In the following Figure. 13 we may observe all the hypothesis evaluations, and it is not

always the case to have hypotheses validated, as shown with hypothesis 6 where the coefficient B

demonstrated a negative relation instead of the predicted positive one with the independent variable.

Illicit purchase of
digital

copyrighted work.

H1: Users uncertainty towards
CR laws on digital media (+)

H3: The flexibility and dynamism
of P2P technology (+)

H7: The consumers’ low ethical
Perception of using P2P (+)

(-) and H.S.

(+) and H.S.

(-) and H.S.

(+) and N.S.

(+) and H.S.

(+) and N.S.

H5: The perceived damage
by using P2P (-)

H2: The influence of
social surrounding (+)

H8: The risks of being exposed of
copyright infringement (-)

H4: The low cost of access and
use of P2P systems (+)

H6: The negative characteristics
of P2P (+)

(+) and H.S.

(-) and H.S.

Figure 13. Hypotheses validity.

7 Discussion

Blocks analysis

In the first block of regression analysis only the independent variable and the year of birth had been

added to the analysis, where the coefficient Beta as ,318 demonstrates a high intensity and a

positive relationship with the dependent variable, and a significance of ,000, which can be

interpreted as the age has a high influence with the use of P2P systems, if no other concepts are

considered.

N.S. = not significant
H.S. = highly significant
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In the second block the gross income has been added, showing Beta as -,097 being negative related

and with high significance with the use of P2P. The age coefficient values have slightly decreased

but are still of high significances. We may conclude here that the lower is the costs of use of P2P

the higher is the tendency to use the technology. In the third block occupation groups have been

added, where students and employees have a positive relation and high significance with the use of

P2P.

Finally in the fourth and last block all construct of the model have been added. Some changes can

be noticed with the demographic controllers, where income the occupation group of students

slightly looses significance. The most significant constructs are shown to be: social surrounding,

P2P flexibility, economical benefits, negative characteristics of P2P, perceived damage and

perceived risks. Although positively related, ethical perception has the lowest significance level.

Hypothesis analysis

Hypothesis 1: The consumers’ uncertainty towards copyright law has shown a positive relationship

with  the  illicit  use  of  P2P,  however,  the  concept  is  of  low  significance.  This  result  confirms

previous studies describing legislation complexity, which explains here that the more the consumer

is uncertain about copyright law the more he will have tendencies towards unethical behaviour.

However, legislation issues are not regarded as relatively important for consumer which also

explains the low significance.

Hypothesis 2: The social influence has shown a positive relation and a high influence of ,165 with

the illicit use of P2P as well as a high significance. As previously demonstrated by previous

authors, such as Davis (1989), Dickinger et al. 2008, Nysveen et al. 2005 and more, social norms

perceived here as social influence have high significance on the adoption of new technology,

especially considering a technology based on network externalities.

Hypothesis  3:  The  flexibility  and  dynamism if  P2P systems have  shown a  positive  relation  and  a

high influence of ,187 with the illicit use of P2P as well as a high significance. Previous research

again was proved by demonstrating the high significance of relative advantages when attempting to

adopt new technologies.
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Hypothesis 4: The economical benefits have shown a positive relation and a high influence of ,068

with the illicit use of P2P as well as a high significance. In the case of P2P adoption, the economical

factors are certainly the most significant among relative advantages since the resources acquired by

using the system prevent the user from commercial charges, in other words get the material for free!

Hypothesis 5: The consumers’ perceived damage by unethically using P2P systems have shown a

negative  relation  and  a  high  influence  of  ,102  with  the  illicit  use  of  P2P  as  well  as  a  high

significance. In this case the result may be interpreted as the less the consumer perceived damaged

towards copyright holder with piracy, the more he will have tendency to practise piracy, which is

also confirming previous research.

Hypothesis  6:  The  negative  characteristics  of  P2P  systems  have  shown  a  negative  relation  and  a

high influence of ,175 with the illicit use of P2P as well as a high significance. The results do not

validate this hypothesis, which can be explained as a possible misinterpretation of the concept. As

here the result should point out that the less negative aspects of P2P systems is perceived by

consumers, the more they will have tendency to use them.

Hypothesis 7: The low ethical perception of consumers towards illegal use of P2P systems have

shown a positive relation with the illicit use of P2P, however, the concept has a low significance. As

precious research pointed out, P2P users have generally low ethical perception towards piracy of

any sort in the domain of networking, which can be explained with the combination of legislation

complexity giving to consumers’ a feeling security while practising piracy, and the pressurizing

influence of social norms..

Hypothesis 8: The consumers’ perceived risks of being exposed from copyright infringement have

shown a negative relation and a high influence of ,064 with the illicit use of P2P as well as a high

significance. Here we obviously have a concern about risks of exposure over illegal acts, however

lower significance was expected considering lower ethical perception. However, such result implies

that the less the consumers’ perceive risks of practising piracy, the more they will have tendency to

continue such activities.
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8 Conclusions

8.1 Summary of findings

The  outcome  of  this  empirical  research  demonstrates  that  consumers  don’t  seem  to  be  highly

concerned about legislations issues as their significance towards illicit behaviour towards piracy is

low. However, the positive relation of consumer uncertainty towards copyright law and the use of

P2P system confirm that the more uncertainty legally unethical behaviour manifests, the more the

consumer  will  be  tempted  to  use  P2P  systems.  Such  results  also  seem  to  reveal  a  relationship

between the consumer’s uncertainty in legislation and low ethical perception towards piracy is of

low significance. However, as the consumers’ low ethical perception have no or low affect on the

illegal use of P2P, it yet demonstrates lack of idealism of consumers’ perception. In fact it can

easily be explained as the average P2P user for not be entirely aware of complicated legal matters in

copyright law, may result in having insufficient concern toward the consequences of piracy. As a

contribution to environmental factors, social influence, part of social norms, have a overwhelming

influence on the use of P2P, in fact its significance is far more noticeable than the consumers’

perception on legislation which may explain that consumers’ are more concerned about social

opinion and benefits about the use of P2P rather than being concerned of what is legal or not. As an

answer to the first research question, environmental-related factors have some influence on the use

of P2P but are not the most determinant.

The constantly evolving relative advantages of the technology in terms of ease of use, usefulness

and most of all economical benefits have proven themselves once again to be high predictors. As an

answer to the second research question, innovation-related factors have the highest level of

influence on the use of P2P and can be considered as the most determinant at this preliminary stage.

As also demonstrated by previous research, the consumers’ ethical perception on piracy resulted to

be of low influence on the use of P2P. However, the consumers’ perceived consequences to be

exposed from illegal act revealed to be highly significance and a negative relation with the use of

P2P. Such result may be interpreted as less the consumer is aware of negative consequences of

exercising piracy, the more he/she will have tendency to display unethical behaviour. As an answer
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to the third research question, related-related factors have some influence on the use of P2P but are

not the most determinant.

Contribution to previous research

As previous research in consumer behaviour towards piracy was highly focused on consumers’

specific factors, integrating the environmental and innovation related factors as inspired from the

TRA, TAM and TPB theories in technology diffusion, has proven itself most significant in such

preliminary stage of research.

Managerial implication

In terms of environmental factors, it has been cleared out that consumers, in general, are not

sufficiently knowledgeable in CR law enforcement. I shall repeat myself saying that normal

individuals are not taught any type of law enforcement while growing up, as we learn reading,

writing and counting. Such gap in knowledge between copyright holders and consumers is a major

obstacle for successful business transactions.

In terms of network externalities, social norms still have their high influence in networking

activities, and greatly support the evolution of such technologies. However, the excess of copyright

enforcements eventually proves the lack of efficiency in current business models to simultaneously

satisfy consumers and guarantee full revenues to producers. Only few firms have nowadays  yet

succeeded in planning effective business models to take advantage of network externalities where

their products and services are mostly entirely dependent on the preservation of intellectual property

rights (e.g: iTunes).

In terms of innovation, the high significant relative advantages and evolution of P2P systems, such

technology seem to develop far too rapidly, while legislation take decades to develop, and once they

are applicable we already have new technological systems where the existing legislations end up

mostly incompatible with those technologies. Such phenomena illustrate clearly the complexities

faced by content holders to apply copyright law enforcement. In overall huge gaps are yet

noticeable between the pace of technological development, business models and legislations.
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8.2 Recommendations

In the context of reducing piracy, Wang et al. (2005) indicates that external influence has more

importance than inner beliefs. Therefore, it is suggested to focus on the group of population

concerned with the purpose of proving themselves, and reduce attention of those being well

established (Wang et al. 2005). However, regardless of the population target the general dilemma of

individuals’ lack of knowledge in CR law is still persistent. Market education as a whole should be

taken seriously into consideration (e.g. righting on a CD “all rights reserved” doesn’t necessarily

increase the consumer’s perceived consequences and perceived damage levels while practising

piracy).

As the big question always arises “how to protect our copyrights?”, it has been clearly noticed that

the main point where copyright holder loose the majority of their control over their copyright is

right after the public distribution of their products. Will it end in such way that content holder will

have to fear releasing their creations? The consumers’ ethical behaviour towards piracy is consistent

to individual’s freedom to behave unethically; far more than what is acceptable by society, which

was explained by the low significance of consumers’ ethical perception in using P2P. The business

model over the distribution of copyrighted digital content should be focused on restricting the

freedom of consumers to behave unethically, while simultaneously preserving a maximum of

consumer’s rights.

8.3 Further research

Further research would eventually consist of expanding the research model proposed in this study,

mainly in the area of consumer related factors, where further implications on moral philosophy

would be involved. More concepts from the IRJ model would need to be tested in this context such

as moral judgment involving sub-concepts of cognitive judgement and moral reasoning. An

important concept to be added would be consumers’ rights, which is part of the deontological

evaluation of the Hunt and Vitell’s model.
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As it was not introduced in this study, the concept of network externality should also be considered,

as  P2P technology utility  is  based  on  the  existence  of  peers.  Social  norms should  be  evaluated  at

different level, such as at society level, in a group level based on occupation or age.

8.4 Limitations

In the domain ethical behaviour evaluations, previous research was mostly limited to the

consumers’ aspect of the illegal purchase of copyrighted material, the scope of research took into

account several environmental and innovation factors such as social norms, legislation complexity

regarding copyright law and also the concept of innovation adoption. However this research was

limited to the context of the survey results made available by HIIT. These limitations furthered

restrictions in performing moral evaluations of consumer behaviour, therefore concepts such as

moral intensity, perceived risks and moral judgment had to be simplified and generalized. Such

restriction where based on the lack of questioning the respondents based on moral philosophy

theories and existing ethical evaluation models.

As  the  research  dwells  in  the  context  of  the  technological  P2P  environment,  limitations  also

occurred in acquiring further responses in relation with technology adoption theories. Responses in

relation with relative advantages where carried out successful, however, important concepts in

relation with social norms/influence where assessed carelessly, leading to use weak and

generalizing concepts in the research framework.

In terms of legislation issues, respondents were selected from Finland. Even though numerous, such

context leads to a limitation in the interpretation of consumers’ ethical perspective towards CR law

within the Finnish national environment. An international evaluation of consumers’ ethical

perspective can only be considered as subjective.
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Appendix

I. Questionnaire

Time used to complete the survey
Gender
Year of Birth
Residence
Education
Professional field
Into what occupation group do you fall?
Please indicate your personal gross income per month:
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? BitTorrent (piratebay, swebits,
finreactor)
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? Kazaa, Limewire, Bearshare
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? Direct Connect DC
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? Symella and symtorrent
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? Legal digital download store
(e.g. iTunes, Helsinginsanomien musiikkilataamo)
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? Chat room
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? FTP
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? WWW-sites (YouTube, MTV)
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? I copied from a friend's
computer or other media (e.g. CD, DVD or USB memory stick)
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? None
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? Other (please specify)
Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files? Other (please specify)
Which reasons influence your usage of legal digital download stores? From digital download stores
I get immediately the track I want
Which reasons influence your usage of legal digital download stores?
The track I want is not available in the shops or is difficult to find
Which reasons influence your usage of legal digital download stores? It is easy to purchase in the
digital download stores
Which reasons influence your usage of legal digital download stores? I can purchase only the tracks
I want and not the whole album
Which reasons influence your usage of legal digital download stores? It is easy to find what you
want in digital download stores
Which reasons influence your usage of legal digital download stores? It is safe to use digital
download stores
Which reasons influence your usage of legal digital download stores? It is cheap to purchase music
from digital download stores
Which reasons have caused you not to use legal digital download stores? It is difficult to use digital
download stores
Which reasons have caused you not to use legal digital download stores? The technical protection
measures disturb my usage
Which reasons have caused you not to use legal digital download stores? The ways of payment
offered by digital download stores are not suitable for me (e.g. missing credit card)
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Which reasons have caused you not to use legal digital download stores? It is expensive to purchase
from digital download stores
Which reasons have caused you not to use legal digital download stores? The music I am looking
for is not available in digital music stores
Do you know persons using P2P file-sharing sites? If yes, who are they? Friend
Do you know persons using P2P file-sharing sites? If yes, who are they? Family member
Do you know persons using P2P file-sharing sites? If yes, who are they? Other relative
Do you know persons using P2P file-sharing sites? If yes, who are they? Colleague
Do you know persons using P2P file-sharing sites? If yes, who are they? Someone else
Do you know persons using P2P file-sharing sites? If yes, who are they? I don’t know any P2P
users
Have you ever downloaded or shared files on P2P file-sharing sites?
How frequently do you use P2P for sharing or downloading files?
How many music files have you downloaded from P2P file-sharing sites?
How many movies or TV series episodes have you downloaded from P2P file-sharing sites?
Kuinka suuri osuus tietokoneellasi olevista musiikki-, elokuva- ja televisiosarjatiedostoista on
ladattu vertaisverkoista ja kuinka suuri osuus on kopioitu hankkimaltasi medialta (esim. ostamaltasi
tai lainaamaltasi CD:ltä tai DVD:ltä)?
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To make a copy for
myself of a CD that I have purchased to be used e.g. in car or summer house
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law:To make a copy for
myself of a CD purchased by a friend
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To make a copy for
myself of a CD that was copied by a friend for his/her own use
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To download music
from www sites
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To download
unauthorized music from P2P file-sharing sites
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To make a copy for
myself of a CD borrowed from a library
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To record a TV
program
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To make a copy of a
TV program from www sites
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To make a copy of a
TV program from P2P file-sharing sites
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To copy a DVD rented
from a video rental store
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To copy a TV program
recorded by a friend
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To watch a TV program
in YouTube
As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law: To upload a TV
program I have recorded to YouTube
The following questions relate to services that require payment. Please indicate, how interested you
are in the following services? A service that would enable converting single files you have
downloaded from P2P file-sharing sites to legal files
The following questions relate to services that require payment. Please indicate, how interested you
are in the following services? A monthly service allowing you to obtain an unlimited right to
download and share music- and video files in P2P file-sharing sites
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The following questions relate to services that require payment. Please indicate, how interested you
are in the following services? A monthly service, as a user of it you would obtain an unlimited right
to download music which ceases to function if the monthly fee is not paid
The following questions relate to services that require payment. Please indicate, how interested you
are in the following services? A mobile phone service, which would enable you to download music
and listen to it on your mobile phone against monthly payment
The following questions relate to services that require payment. Please indicate, how interested you
are in the following services? P2P file-sharing program, which would enable you to download
music for free onto your mobile
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing. The files downloaded from P2P
file-sharing sites often contain viruses
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing. The files downloaded from P2P
file-sharing sites often contain something else than the file description indicates The following
statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing. It is difficult or more difficult to find files from
P2P file-sharing sites than from legal stores
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.  The files downloaded from P2P
file-sharing sites have often poor quality
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.   The files downloaded from P2P
file-sharing sites often contain malware
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.   By using P2P file-sharing sites I
support criminal organizations
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.   By using P2P file-sharing sites I
support terrorist organizations
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.   By using P2P file-sharing sites I
may do damage to the artists
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.  By using P2P file-sharing sites I
may do damage to the producers (record companies, television companies)
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.   I can get caught and punished for
using P2P file sharing sites The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.
Through P2P file-sharing sites I can get to know new artists and music
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.  P2P file-sharing sites increase
music sales
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.  There are works available in P2P
file-sharing sites which are not available in digital download stores
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing. By using P2P file-sharing sites I
can support technological development
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.   By using P2P file-sharing sites I
can help artists to bypass record companies
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.   From P2P file-sharing sites I can
get works for cheaper
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.   By using P2P file-sharing sites I
can avoid credit card payments
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.  By using P2P file-sharing sites I
can avoid paying twice for content which I already own
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.   By using P2P file-sharing sites I
can watch TV programs before they are broadcasted in Finland
The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.  I can use P2P file-sharing sites
instead of VCR e.g. for downloading TV series which already have been performed in Finland for
later viewing
How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? TV programs
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How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? Digital download store movies
How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? Digital download store music
files
How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? DVD-movies purchased through
internet (e.g. Amazon)
How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? CD’s purchased through Internet
How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? DVD-movies purchased from
traditional store
How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? CD’s purchased from traditional
store
How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? Going to a movie theater
How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? Renting of movies
How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias? Usage of portable media players
(e.g. iPod)
Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage? Finreactor trial
(trial against the users and system administrators of Finland’s biggest Bittorrent tracker)
Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage? The ban of
importing unauthorized CD’s or DVD’s
Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage? New copyright
law
Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage? Campaigning for
the awareness of copyright law
Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage? Information
obtained from school
Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage? Discussions with
friends
Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage? Admonition of
parents or friends
Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage? News of on-line
piracy on media
Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage? P2P related
attitudes of my partner or user of the same computer
Who should be liable in the first place for the copyright infringements which take place in the P2P
file-sharing sites?
Who should be liable in the first place for the copyright infringements which take place in the P2P
file-sharing sites? Other (please specify)
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer's work office can be
closed if the files are shared at the office
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer can be fired from his
school or job
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The computer of the file sharer can be
confiscated
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer can be incarcerated
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer can be fined
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer can be made to pay
damages to right owners
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer's employer or the
employer of the file sharer's parents can recieve limitations for running business, if the files are
shared at the office
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According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer can be evicted e.g. From a
rental home
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer can be made to reveal
his/her friends that are using P2P file sharing sites
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer can be banned from
travelling to the United States
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: File sharer’s or his parents’ place of work
can be placed under surveillance of a court if the files are shared at the office
According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to: The file sharer or his parents can recieve
negative publicity in the media
The probability to be caught of unauthorized P2P file-sharing is smaller than: Getting caught
shoplifting
The probability to be caught of unauthorized P2P file-sharing is smaller than: Getting caught of free
riding on public transportation
The probability to be caught of unauthorized P2P file-sharing is smaller than: Getting a parking
ticket
The probability to be caught of unauthorized P2P file-sharing is smaller than: Winning the jackpot
in lottery
The probability to be caught of unauthorized P2P file-sharing is smaller than: Getting caught of
speeding
The probability to be caught of unauthorized P2P file-sharing is smaller than: Getting caught of not
paying television license fee
Content of and sharing in the following services is:  Direct Connect Content of and sharing in the
following services is:  BitTorrent
Content of and sharing in the following services is:  Kazaa
Content of and sharing in the following services is:  Pirate Bay Content of and sharing in the
following services is:  iTunes
Content of and sharing in the following services is:  eDonkey/eMule
Content of and sharing in the following services is:  Symella/Symtorrent
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? The
making and sharing of child pornography
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? Gross
drunken driving
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? Preparing
a terrorist act
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? Drug
offence
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? Tax fraud
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? Crossing
a road against a red light
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? Not
paying for public transportation
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? Selling of
fake brand bags
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? Not
paying television license fee
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? To copy
a borrowed CD
How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing? Selling of
pirate media
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Answer to the following statements: I know that in many P2P client programs the files are
downloaded and shared simultaneously
Answer to the following statements: I have downloaded unauthorized music, movie and TV series
files
Answer to the following statements: I have shared unauthorized music, movie and TV series files
Answer to the following statements: I have been a first file sharer i.e. I have been the first one to
upload certain unauthorized files into P2P file sharing sites
Answer to the following statements: I have used P2P file-sharing sites mainly for sharing and/or
downloading authorized files
Please indicate how well you agree or disagree with the following statements: P2P file-sharing sites
can also be used for legal purposes
Please indicate how well you agree or disagree with the following statements: In my circle of
acquaintances the P2P file-sharing sites are mainly used for illegal purposes
Please indicate how well you agree or disagree with the following statements: In my opinion it is
condemnable to download unauthorized files
Please indicate how well you agree or disagree with the following statements: In my opinion it is
condemnable to share unauthorized files

II. Scales of variables

Gender
1 Female
2 Male

Residence
49 Espoo
91 Helsinki
106 Hyvinkää
109 Hämeenlinna
167 Joensuu
179 Jyväskylä
285 Kotka
297 Kuopio
398 Lahti
405 Lappeenranta
491 Mikkeli
543 Nurmijärvi
564 Oulu
609 Pori
638 Porvoo
698 Rovaniemi
837 Tampere
853 Turku
905 Vaasa
92 Vantaa
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1 Areas outside of the 20 largest cities (based on population) are symbolized by number
one in order to preserve the anonymity of the answers

Year of Birth
2007 Vague replies are symbolized by year 2007

Education
1 Elementary school
2 High school
3 Vocational education
4 Polytechnic/University of Applied Science
5 University
6 None of above-mentioned

Professional field
1 Scientific-technical
2 Education
3 Religious
4 Legal
5 Editing, PR and mass communication
6 Art and entertainment
7 Library and information
8 Other scientific expert or humanistic
9 Economic or commercial field
10 Social welfare and health
11 Agriculture and forestry
12 Other

Occupation
1 Executive
2 Clerical employee
3 Employee
4 Entrepreneur
5 Agricultural entrepreneur
6 Student
7 Pupil
8 Retired
9 Housewife/ house husband
10 Unemployed
11 Research worker
12 Other

Please indicate your personal gross income per month:
1 0-500€
2 500-1500€
3 1500-2500€
4 2500-3500€
5 3500-5000€
6 over 5000€
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7 Decline to answer

Which of the following ways have you used for downloading files?
1 BitTorrent (piratebay, swebits, finreactor)
2 Kazaa, limeWire, BearShare
3 Direct Connect DC
4 Symella ja symtorrent
5 Legal digital download store (e. g. iTunes, Helsingin Sanomien Musiikkilataamo)
6 Chat room
7 FTP
8 WWW sites (YouTube, MTV)
9 I copied from friend’s computer or other media (e.g. CD, DVD or USB memory stick)
10 None
11 Other (please specify)

Which reasons influence your usage of legal digital download stores?
5 Agree
4 Somewhat agree
3 Somewhat disagree
2 Disagree
1 Don’t know

Which reasons have caused you not to use legal digital download stores?
5 Agree
4 Somewhat agree
3 Somewhat disagree
2 Disagree
1 Don’t know

Do you know persons using P2P file-sharing sites? If yes, who are they?

1 Friend
2 Family member
3 Other relative
4 Colleague
5 Someone else
6 I don’t know any P2P users

Have you ever downloaded or shared files on P2P file-sharing sites?
1 Yes
2 No

How frequently do you use P2P for sharing or downloading files?
1 Every day
2 Several times each week
3 Once a week
4 Once every two weeks
5 Once a month
6 Once every six months or rarely
7 I have never used P2P
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How many music files have you downloaded from P2P file-sharing sites?
1 None
2 Less than 10 albums (less than 100 files)
3 Over 10 albums (over 100 files)
4 Over 100 albums (over 1000 files)
5 Over 1000 albums (over 10 000 files)

How many movies or TV series episodes have you downloaded from P2P file-sharing sites?
1 None
2 Less than 10 movies or episodes of TV series
3 Over 10 movies or episodes of TV series
4 Over 100 movies or episodes of TV series
5 Over 200 movies or episodes of TV series

How big proportion of music, movie and TV series files has been downloaded from P2P file-
sharing sites and how big proportion is copied from a media you have provided? (e.g. CD or DVD
which you have purchased or borrowed)
1 All from the media I have provided
2 Most from the media I have provided
3 Approximately half and half
4 Most from the P2P file-sharing sites
5 All from the P2P file-sharing sites
6 Don’t know

As far as I understand the following actions are in accordance with the law:
3 Yes
2 No
1 Don't know

The following questions relate to services that require payment. Please indicate, how interested you
are in the following services?
5 Very interested and prepared to pay for it
4 Very interested, but not prepared to pay for it
3 Interested but not prepared to pay for it
2 Not at all interested
1 Not sure

The following statements relate to the usage of P2P file-sharing.
5 Agree
4 Somewhat agree
3 Somewhat disagree
2 Disagree
1 I don’t know

How P2P usage has impacted your usage of the following Medias?
6 Decreased significantly
5 Somewhat decreased
4 No impact
3 Somewhat increased
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2 Increased significantly
1 Don’t know

Please rate how the following incidents or issues have impacted your P2P-usage?
6 Finished completely
5 Somewhat decreased
4 No impact
3 Somewhat increased
2 Increased significantly
1 Don’t know

Who should be liable in the first place for the copyright infringements which take place in the P2P
file-sharing sites?

1 The developer of P2P program
2 Person, who is responsible for the maintenance of P2P file-sharing server
3 Person, who downloads files from P2P file-sharing sites
4 Person, who for the first time puts the content available into the file-sharing sites
5 Person, who is sharing files from his computer
6 None
7 Other (please specify)

According to law large-scale P2P file sharing can lead to:
3 Yes
2 No
1 Don’t know

The probability to be caught of unauthorized P2P file-sharing is smaller than
2 Yes
1 No

Content of and sharing in the following services is:
5 Legal
4 Mostly legal
3 Mostly illegal
2 Illegal
1 Don’t know

How would you rate the following activities in comparison to the large-scale file-sharing?
4 More condemnable
3 Equal
2 Less condemnable
1 Don’t know

Answer to the following statements:
2 Yes
1 No

Please indicate how well you agree or disagree with the following statements:
5 Agree
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4 Somewhat agree
3 Somewhat disagree
2 Disagree
1 Don’t know
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